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This last October 18-24 was Waste Reduction Week in
Canada, an event designed to draw attention to the need
for better strategies to reduce all types of waste, particularly
food waste. The event is helping to build momentum for a
circular economy in Canada.
In Ontario, the first Upcycled Food Fest organized by Provision Coalition Inc.,
— a network of food and beverage companies — was held during Waste Reduction
Week to bring together an unprecedented group of chefs, restaurants, food and
beverage companies, grocery retailers and more to hopefully close the gap on food
waste in Canada. Upcycled foods use ingredients that otherwise would not have gone
to human consumption, are procured, and produced using verifiable supply chains,
and have a positive impact on the environment.
Efforts from companies like Kraft Heinz Canada are also going a long way to
achieving these goals. Kraft Heinz Canada, for example, is on a mission to reduce and
eliminate food waste from landfills and has partnered with NorthStar Recycling to
ensure any product that is not sold will be diverted from landfills for alternative
purposes. This includes composting and animal feed. In 2021, KHC successfully
diverted 3.05 MM lbs. of waste from its Milton, Ontario landfill. To-date, there has
been a 1.0MM lbs. (236 per cent!) increase in food donations through Food Banks
Canada and Second Harvest. At the company’s Mont-Royal location, 83 per cent of
all waste material was recycled or valorized.
As the country’s largest food company, Kraft Heinz Canada is a founding signatory
of the Canada Plastics Pact to help eliminate plastic pollution and drive a circular
economy in Canada. It is also a founding member of Circular Materials, a national
producer responsibility organization launched this year.
Retailers too are playing a big part. Fresh St. Market, for example, will become
the first grocer in Canada to offer takeout packaging from Reusables.com, the
container-sharing platform for zero-waste takeout, at their Vancouver House location.
Created specifically for the food industry in response to the rising demand of takeout
and food delivery, the esthetically pleasing stainless-steel containers provide a more
sustainable alternative to single-use packaging.
Together, these types of efforts can add up to big change for the better.
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market update
Star Marketing Wins
Outstanding Partner of the
Year Award
Star Marketing has been selected as the 2021
Outstanding Partner of the Year in the category
of Food, Confectionery and Beverages by
London Drugs, honouring the outstanding
vendors who went above and beyond to work
with and invest in their business.
The Outstanding Partner of the Year Award
is based on much more than sales volume
— recipients have demonstrated excellence in
many critical ways:

• Total Sales Volume/or Percentage of
Total Sales Volume Dollar Growth
• Total Gross Margin Achieved and/or
Percentage Increase in Gross Margin Dollars
• Innovative Technology/Design
• Innovative Marketing
• Sustainable Practices and Produce Selection
• Teamwork with the London Drugs
Management Group
This is a prestigious honour for Star Marketing
to been named as the London Drugs 2021
Outstanding Partner of the Year as the company
is up against some other extremely large vendors.
This is a full team effort which wouldn’t of
been possible without the tremendous support
from the entire staff and amazing brands.

Fresh St. Market becomes First Grocer in
Canada to Partner with Zero-Waste
Packaging Platform Reusables.com
Fresh St. Market will become the first grocer in Canada to offer takeout
packaging from Reusables.com, the container-sharing platform for zerowaste takeout, at their Vancouver House location. Created specifically for
the food industry in response to the rising demand of takeout and food
delivery, the esthetically pleasing stainless-steel containers provide a
more sustainable alternative to single-use packaging.
“When we saw the service that Reusables was providing to restaurants,
we recognized this as an opportunity to advance Fresh St. Market’s
commitment to sustainability within our stores,” said Mark McCurdy,
vice-president retail operations & brand strategy, Fresh St. Market.
“Fresh St. Market is a local grocer first and we believe in working with
like-minded local businesses from food suppliers to packaging and
are always seeking vendors who add to the services we provide our
customers. We believe in the importance of working in a circular
economy such as the one Reusables is striving to achieve. We
acknowledge how becoming the first grocer to take part in this program
is an important step towards reaching our goal and want to encourage
all of our customers to utilize this service while shopping at our
Vancouver House location.”
At the Vancouver House Fresh St. Market, new and existing Reusables
members can order items from the Fork Lift Kitchen & Bar, cafe, grocery,
bakery and more without contributing to single-use plastic waste
entering the ecosystem. At the time of order, customers state they are a
member of the Reusables program and will have their order prepared in
a stainless-steel container equipped with a QR code that is scanned and
tracked. Reusables’ containers are then required to be returned to any
participating store on the platform within 14 days.
Through its proprietary technology, the Reusables team is able to track
containers, manage returns, ensure each container is cleaned to the highest standard and entered back into the ecosystem for reuse. The app gives
consumers the ability to track the volume of waste they’ve helped divert
from landfills. Customers get their first 30 days free when downloading
the app and then pay a $5.00 monthly fee to participate.

FAMOUS GLEE GUM BRAND ACQUIRED BY MAZEE FOODS
Famous Glee Gum Brand has been acquired by Mazee Foods LLC based in New Jersey, USA, an affiliate
of Morgan Williams International, based in Toronto Canada. The acquisition gives new resources and
capabilities to continue driving value including, immediate route to market for the Canadian consumers
looking for Glee, future innovation to enhance the category and a larger team to meet all retail needs.
It will still be business as usual with the entire staff now part of the Mazee family. The head office
remains in Rhode Island — with offices opening in New Jersey and Toronto. Inventory will be stored in the
USA and Canada making accessibility to products even faster.
“We will continue to focus on amazing taste, natural healthy products, environmental responsibility,
eco-friendly packing and making consumers and our staff Glee (happy)!” says John Kapralos, president of Mazee LLC. “With
extensive knowledge of the North American Natural and Specialty market, our dedicated team will work tirelessly to provide
value for every retailer, help build the category, while ultimately helping consumers to a healthier lifestyle. Glee will be the anchor
brand for many new products to come — stay tuned!”
Deborah Schimberg (CEO and founder) says “I want to take this opportunity to thank each and every one of you for putting
your trust in us over the last 20 years and bringing us to where we are today. We came to work everyday for you. Our account
managers, product developers… everybody is driven to making Glee a household name. This commitment is stronger than ever
during this exciting time.”
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market update
Great Little Box Company/
Ideon Packaging
Recognized at National
Paperboard Packaging
Council Design Competition
Great Little Box Company/ Ideon Packaging
(GLBC) recently took home two Excellence
Awards at the Paperboard Packaging Council’s
(PPC) 78th annual North American Paperboard
Packaging Competition. The packaging designs
recognized in PPC’s competition represent some
of the best folding cartons and rigid boxes
manufactured over the past year. The awards are:
Excellence Award in Achievement
in Innovation for: Tacofino Food
Truck Kids Take Out Box
This take away food truck pays
homage to the restaurant’s roots
which started as a humble Food
Truck in the local surf town, Tofino,
B.C. From an image of the original food truck the
structural designer worked to create a design that
was both functional and unique which includes
faux wheels, a back door that drops open to
reveal the meal inside as well as a perforated
awning which can pop open from the side.
Excellence Award in
Achievement in Innovation for:
Uno Gelato Pint Carriers
The challenge was to design an
elegant take away packaging
which would both promote and
celebrate the local craftsmanship and talent that went into
making their true artisan gelato. This unique
package was designed to assemble quickly,
comfortably hold cold heavy pints and remain
esthetically pleasing.
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CANADIAN BEEF PRODUCTION
Total Canadian beef production (domestic slaughter plus slaughter
exports) in 2021 is projected to be up 7.4 per cent from 2020 to 1.6 million
tonnes (3.6 billion pounds). The total increase is primarily driven by domestic
production. Domestic production in 2021 is projected to be the highest
since 2005, up 11.4 per cent from 2020 to 1.4 million tonnes (3.2 billion
pounds) this year. Live slaughter exports are projected to be down 19.3 per
cent to 159,800 tonnes (352 million pounds) as more cattle are being
processed in Canada this year.
Fed beef production (coming from youthful cattle) at 1.87 billion pounds
from January through September 2021 was 11 per cent higher than the same
period in 2020 and 16 per cent higher than the five-year average. Fed beef
production in 2021 is projected to end the year up 7.3 per cent from 2020 to

1.3 million tonnes (3.0 billion pounds). Steer carcass weights January
through September (911 lbs) were up six lbs from the same period in 2020
and up 10 lbs from the five-year average. Heifer carcass weights (840 lbs)
January through September were up 5 lbs from the same period in 2020
and up 12 lbs from the five-year average. Fed cattle slaughter is projected to
be up 11 per cent to 3.1 million head in 2021, the highest since 2005.
Non-fed beef production (coming from mature cows and bulls) at 255 million
pounds from January through September 2021 was 12 per cent higher than the
same period in 2020 and 1.3 per cent higher than the five-year average.
Non-fed beef production is projected to end the year 7.2 per cent higher than
2020 at 569 million pounds, which would be back to 2019 levels and six per
cent higher than the five-year average. The domestic price of 85 per cent trim
has counter seasonal support in the third quarter this year keeping the Canada/
U.S. boneless spread within CDN$0.03/kg (CDN$0.07/lb) in September.

WINNERS ANNOUNCED FOR THE

BC FOOD & BEVERAGE
AWARDS 2021

The 14th annual BC Food & Beverage
Awards — held virtually for the second
year — showcased some of the best of
BC including products, companies, and
the people in the food and beverage
space. From sourdough spaghetti to
vegan gyozas, and rising entrepreneurs
to longstanding industry leaders — this
year’s award winners were selected from
the 168 nominations by a panel of judges.
During this year’s Awards Show —
sponsored by FASKEN — 16 trophies
were handed out, including the new
Community Impact Award that went to
Vancouver-based, Soul Bite Food.
With 65 years in business, Sunrise Soya
Foods was this year’s inductee into the
BC Food & Beverage Hall of Fame.
‘Gnubees+’ by GnuSanté Creations wowed
the judges at the Product of the Year pitch
and took home the coveted Gold Award
for Product of the Year. Followed by
Kaslo Sourdough’s ‘Sourdough Spaghetti’
winning silver and Modern Meat’s ‘Modern Gyoza’ securing bronze.
BC Food & Beverage also announced
the return of BC’s signature food and
beverage industry event, Foodpro
2022, set to take place at the Parq
Hotel & Casino on January 25th, 2022.

A Pocketful of Dreams
Entrepreneur extraordinaire, Nunzio Tumino’s drive to
succeed was singular. He literally breathed the qualities
that definitively separate the successful from the
mega-successful. And now Tumino has released a new
book called A Pocketful of Dreams. The stories of how
Nunzio got from there to here define the success he
garnered for both himself and his family, underpinned
always by the supportive and ongoing partnership with
his wife, Maria. And at every juncture, his word was the
contract. Known for his generosity and mentorship,
Tumino often placed hard work over family, which
sometimes became contentious. Aurora Importing, the
crowning heartbeat of Tumino’s soul, is still famously
known for its fine imported goods. A must-read for families who are
in business together, as well as for anyone looking to be inspired on
their journey to the top.

2021 BCFB AWARD WINNERS:
Product of the Year Gold:
Gnubees+ by GnuSanté Creations
Product of the Year Silver:
Sourdough Spaghetti by Kaslo Sourdough
Product of the Year Bronze:
Modern Gyoza by Modern Meat
Innovation Award: Organika
Rising Star Award:
Aki Kaltenbach, of Save Da Sea Foods
People First: Health, Safety & Culture
Excellence Award: Golden Boy Foods
Best in Brand Award: SPUD.ca
Leadership Award:
James Pratt, of Rhema Health Products
Export Award: Libre Naturals
Sustainability Award:
Cascadia Seaweed
Community Impact Award:
Soul Bite Food
Hall of Fame Inductee:
Sunrise Soya Foods
Associate Member of the Year: DTEC
Processor Member of the Year:
Long Table Distillery
Processor Member of the Year:
Big Mountain Foods
Processor Member of the Year:
Prairie Goodness
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market update
Darrell Jones Appointed as Chair of BC Children’s
Hospital Foundation’s Board of Directors
The BC Children’s Hospital Foundation has recently
announced the appointment of Save-On-Foods president,
Darrell Jones to the position of chair of its board of
directors.
For the past five years Jones has been a board member
and past vice-chair of the BC Children’s Hospital Foundation and has shown his dedication and commitment
to bettering the lives of B.C.’s children and families
through these roles.
“Save-On-Foods has long supported the work of
the BC Children’ Hospital Foundation. Our stores
Darrell Jones
fundraise proudly all year long with the goal of making
a difference in the lives of children and their families
across the province,” said Jones. “I am honoured to have been given this responsibility and am inspired by the work of the foundation, and the that of our team
members to make a difference in children’s healthcare through this new role.”
Save-On-Foods has always felt it was important to be involved in the
communities where they do business, and to give back in any way they
can. With its supplier partners, team members and generous customers,
Save-On-Foods has donated more than $40 million over the years to children’s
hospitals across Western Canada.

The Pattison Food Group
acquires Roth’s Fresh
Markets in Oregon
The Pattison Food Group will grow by
nine stores, pending regulatory approval,
with the addition of Roth’s Fresh Markets to
its group of companies. Joining the likes of
Save-On-Foods, Western Canada’s largest
grocery retailer, along with Buy-Low Foods,
Quality Foods, Choices Markets, and more
than a dozen other retail food, drug and
specialty banners, Roth’s Fresh Markets will
maintain its current name and operating
structure while leveraging synergies and
other opportunities for business growth
provided by the Pattison Food Group.
The Pattison Food Group is Western Canada’s
leading provider of food and drugs, and its
companies employ more than 30,000 people
in nearly 300 retail locations. The Pattison
Food Group wholesale division services almost
2,000 independent grocers in hundreds of
communities across Canada.

Choices Markets Launches New Online
Grocery Store
Choices Markets is entering the online shopping
business, making it easier
for customers to shop for
local, organic and specialty
food items with its new
online store in South Surrey
and Vancouver’s Kitsilano.
“Over the past year, the
need for people to shop in a
safe and convenient manner
has become more important than ever,” says Jon Janower, Choices
Markets COO. “That’s why Choices Markets is proud to announce the launch of
our new online store. We’ve used the latest technology to develop an easy-touse, responsive platform in order to offer the best online shopping experience
for our loyal customers. Best of all, our shoppers don’t have to compromise.
We’re happy to say that shopping for the latest and greatest in unique, local,
organic and specialty groceries has never been easier.”
The all-new online shopping experience will be a quick and convenient way
to shop. Customers can choose available time slots and have items brought
directly to their vehicle. The new site will be available online and offer Android
and iOS apps directly from the Google Play Store and Apple App Store.

SPANISH GOATS’ CHEESE CROWNED
WORLD CHAMPION CHEESE
A soft goats’ cheese made by Andalusian
cheesemaker, Quesos y Besos has been
named World Champion Cheese in
Oviedo, Spain. Quesos y Besos’ Olavidia
rose to the top as the best cheeses on the
planet went head-to-head at the World
Cheese Awards. Produced by a family-run
business established in 2017, Olavidia has
brought international acclaim to Silvia
Peláez and her team of just six people.
The soft goats’ cheese is matured with
Penicillium Candidum and has a layer of
olive stone ash running through its middle.
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Headquartered in Salem and serving
Oregon’s mid-Willamette Valley, Roth’s
Fresh Markets was founded in 1962 and has
maintained a focus on its fresh offering
— including custom cake centres and
fresh catering — and a strong culture of
community-first service ever since. The
Pattison Food Group will support the future
of Roth’s Fresh Market, building on its best
practices in operations, marketing, purchasing
and people services once the acquisition is
complete, subject to regulatory approval.
Roth’s President Michael Roth begins his
retirement and has passed the torch to
new company president Tim Jennings,
a long-serving member of Roth’s senior
leadership team. Jennings will report to
Ben Harrack, a senior vice-president at the
Pattison Food Group.
“This is a very exciting time for our
company. Having built a relationship with
this group over the past several months,
I am confident the values and culture at the
Pattison Food Group are well aligned to
ours at Roth’s,” said Roth, son of founder
Orville Roth. “While I am thrilled to be retiring
effective October 26, I am equally thrilled
for Tim to take Roth’s to new heights with
support from the Pattison Food Group.”
“We are extremely excited to welcome
Roth’s to the Pattison Food Group family of
companies as we embark on our first venture
outside of Canada,” said Darrell Jones, president
of the Pattison Food Group. “Roth’s legacy of
a customer-focused shopping experience
with the best fresh offering in the market
is something all Pattison Food Group
companies share, and we are just so thrilled
to have these fine folks join our team.”

market update

Calendar of
Upcoming Events

Keurig Dr Pepper Canada Welcomes
Tebbie Chuchla as New VP of Marketing

April 5-7, 2022

Keurig Dr Pepper Canada has appointed Tebbie Chuchla as the
company’s new vice-president of marketing. As vice-president,
marketing, Chuchla is responsible for leading the company’s
brand activation strategies for the entire Canadian product portfolio
as well as overseeing the Insights and Innovation team and Brand
Public Relations and Influencer marketing team.
Tebbie Chuchla
‘’With more than 20 years of experience in the consumerpackaged goods and marketing industry, Tebbie has a proven
track record of driving business results through innovative campaigns and building
high-performance teams,” said Olivier Lemire, president of Keurig Dr Pepper Canada.
“Tebbie comes to us with extensive experience in the CPG industry, including recently
leading the marketing team at Conagra and played key instrumental roles in the
senior management team at Hain-Celestial, Kellogg’s and The Hershey Company.

iLevel Management Inc. Appoints Pryimachek

Mariia Pryimacheck

iLevel Management Inc. has appointed Mariia Pryimachek as
office and sales data administrator. Mariia Pryimachek has a
Business Management diploma and has successfully reached
established objectives in various projects related to marketing,
business management, accounting, operations management,
and professional selling during her studies. She is a competent
customer service representative with years of experience
working in a fast-paced environment. Her organizational skills,
as well as logical and analytical thinking will contribute to the
iLevel’s growth and success.

CPMA Convention
+ Trade Show
Palais des Congrès, Montreal, Quebec
convention.cpma.ca

POST SHOW REVIEW

Taking it to New Heights

April 21-24, 2022

CHFA West
Vancouver, BC
info: https://chfa.ca
April 20-22, 2022

SIAL Canada
Palais des Congrès, Montreal, Quebec
https://sialcanada.com
May 23-26, 2022

Sweet & Snacks Expo
McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois, USA
https://sweetsandsnacks.com

CFIG’S SECOND VIRTUAL CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW

T

he second virtual GIC Live @ Home Grocery Innovations Canada has come to
a successful conclusion. The exhibits and speaker series ran from October 26
until October 28, 2021 with all sessions available on demand for 27 days.

GIC Live @ Home offered AI-powered matchmaking
with more selection and ease of access that rivals any
traditional trade show. This is Canada’s ONLY virtual
grocery event. As a community that spans from coast
to coast, GIC Live @ Home offered an opportunity
for retailers, manufacturers, suppliers and service
providers to engage one another and network at a level
previously unavailable. Valuable key staff could now log
in from their office or home and save valuable time,
while still exploring the world of opportunities, from
grocery suppliers to the industries that support and
help businesses run smoothly and efficiently. Exclusive
to this event, technology used AI to identify opportunities
for its participants through “Retailer Connect”— a
program that identifies and allows connections based
on mutual business interests.
DAY ONE kicked off with a keynote from Amar
Singh, Kantar — “Redefining experiential retail: exploring
the evolving drivers of shopper experience in Canada.”
Attendees were treated to workshops on the much
anticipated, “Global Post-Pandemic Impact”, where Jeremy
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Attridge, and Taz Hussain of KraftHeinz took a look at
some local and international post-pandemic trends.
The INTERAC-TIVE Centre offered such timely topics
as FMS’ Annual Financial Survey of Independents
(presented by Robert Graybill.) and the repurposing of
space using “mini departments” with a live Q&A with
Harold Lloyd.
WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM 13

Master Merchandiser Awards
Attendees were treated to the highly anticipated
Master Merchandiser Awards, which honours and
recognizes the best point-of-sale merchandising in the
industry — excellence in the use of effective displays,
promotions and events that stimulate purchases.

THE FOLLOWING WINNERS WERE ANNOUNCED:
First To Market – New Product
Small Surface-Gold
South Hill Fine Foods, Moose Jaw, SK
Perry Chambers and Store Team
Medium Surface
Gold Colemans Food Centre, Mt. Pearl, NL
Large Surface Gold
Longo Bros. Fruit Markets, Woodbridge, ON
Frank Sangirardi and Longo’s Weston Team

Themed Event
Small Surface Gold
South Hill Fine Foods, Moose Jaw, SK
Perry Chambers and Store Team
Medium Surface Gold
Save-On-Food, Revelstoke, BC
Brian Clark and SOF – Revelstoke Team
Large Surface Gold
Save-On-Foods #980 – Orchard Plaza, Kelowna, BC

Perimeter Display
Small Surface Gold
Turtleford Co-op, Turtleford, SK
Turtleford Store Team
Medium Surface Gold
Sharpe’s Food Market, Campbellford, ON
John, Mike and Steve Sharpe and Store Team
Large Surface Gold
IGA Extra, Marché Gagnon et fils inc., Pointe-Claire, PQ
Yves Gagnon et Marc Thériault

Multi-Manufacturer
Small Surface Gold
Sun Valley Market, Scarborough, ON
Jim Bexis and Store Team
Medium Surface Gold
Co-op Food Store – Chappelle, Edmonton, AB
Tyler Cranshaw and Store Team
Large Surface Gold
Save-On-Foods #980 – Orchard Plaza, Kelowna, BC
Todd Ryder, Eric Falkenberg and Orchard Plaza Team

Single Manufacturer

Day two kicked off with a fantastic keynote delivered by
Meghan Chayka of Stathletes Inc., which covered “Data
& Beyond: tools, recruitment and the future of analytics”.
This was followed by more predictions of the future with
workshops that dealt with such topics as “What’s next for the
way consumers eat?”, and other revelations about postpandemic habits presented by Laura Nicklin of EnsembleIQ.
For those that wanted to delve into the execution of a successful
e-commerce business, Unilever’s Naniss Gadel-Rab, Danika
Johansen and Laura Dobson presented that workshop. A
presentation on the evolving priorities of sustainability of
Canadian consumers was presented by Steven Sage, Kruger
Products, with a concurrent session on Store Managers’ Best
Practices with IGYA Juror, Tom Barlow. Other timely subjects
were addressed in the INTERAC-TIVE CENTRE — “How independent grocers can overcome labour shortages in Canada”,
and much more. This session also addressed recruitment and
retention — hosted by Jared Lindzon, future of work expert.
Day two concluded with the Choose Ontario Product Pitch
Theatre, moderated by Tony Chapman. A selection of new
products from Ontario companies were presented live on stage.
The Canadian Federation of Independent Grocers (CFIG)
was proud to announce the winners
of the 2021 National Scholarship
program. A total of $28,000 in scholarship prize money was awarded.
The 2021 $6,000 national scholarship
winner is Jillian Ohm (Milverton Foodtown). Six regional essay awards were
also awarded.
CFIG was also pleased to announce
Life Member Designations for Peter
Cavin (Country Grocer), Chris Powell
(Tree of Life) and the Spirit of the
Peter Cavin
Independent was awarded to Gary
Sands, Sr. VP CFIG.
Day three kicked off with a keynote by Tony Chapman, host
of Chatter that Matters, “Stop telling your story, become part
of theirs”, followed by a workshop on
“How to survive and thrive by being
part of their story.” This was followed
by “21st Edition of Flavour Forecast” by
McCormick, presented by Geneviève
Heeman and Chef David Burnett.
There was also a “Health & Wellness in
a Post-Pandemic World” workshop
— a very timely topic given that many
consumers had health and wellness
on their minds during the COVID-19
pandemic. In this workshop Tree of
Gary Sands
Life explored some of the consumer
perceptions around natural and
organic foods. This was presented by Mike Cunningham and
Serene Martin, Tree of Life.
The INTERAC-TIVE CENTRE had a spotlight on “Coupons —
a value-added tool for marketers and retailers,” presented by
Ron Peacock, CF&R Services followed by Q&A with Stacey Allen
and Andre Boulay. A virtual farm tour with Q&A was a highlight
as well — discussing chicken farms and animal care presented by
Lisa Bishop-Spencer, Chicken Farmers of Canada. ●

Attendees were excited to vote and choose the
2021 Top Ten in Grocery Awards, from the products
featured in the New Product Showcases (NPS).

AND THE WINNERS ARE:

Small Surface Gold
South Hill Fine Foods, Moose Jaw, SK
Perry Chambers and Store Team
Please note the following important dates for in-person events:
Medium Surface Gold
Powell’s Supermarket, Bay Roberts, NL
John Mercer and Powell’s Bay Roberts Team
Large Surface Gold
Freson Bros. Stony Plain, Stony Plain, AB
Annette Lee and Team Members
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Grocery & Specialty Food West 2022
will be held April 25 & 26, 2022 in Vancouver, BC
www.GSFShow.com
Grocery Innovations Canada 2022
will be held October 25 & 26, 2022 in Toronto, ON
www.GroceryInnovations.com
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ON OUR COVER
By Deb Draper

Community
Natural Foods
Moves Forward

Growing in
New Directions on

Strong Roots

C

ommunity Natural Foods, based in Calgary,
has been providing organic and natural food
products to health-conscious customers for more
than four decades. It all began in 1977 when brothers
Peter and Garry Wilkes wanted to be able to source and
provide whole food and health options that weren’t
easily available in the ’70s. It was an idea ahead of its
time, a niche in the market that has since become expected
in today’s mainstream grocery shopping.
16 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM

After the first Community Natural Foods opened in
downtown Calgary, it grew quickly and soon moved
into larger quarters on 10th Avenue SW. In 2000 a
second location opened further south, Chinook Station
Market, and three years later another opened in the
north, Crowfoot Market. Then in 2019, Calgary Co-op,
one of North America’s largest retail co-operatives,
purchased the successful company. As stated in the
November 4, 2019 press release, “the sale was part of
the succession plan for the Community Natural Foods’
owner, a coming together of two long-time communityfocused Calgary retailers.”
“The Wilkes brothers had set it up as a vertically
integrated business, diversified with a manufacturing
component, a commercial real estate division, and the
retail section,” says Adam Martin, general manager of
Community Natural Foods. “Basically, the company
was split in two with Calgary Co-op acquiring the retail
part. The manufacturing side, MW Natural Products
remains under Garry Wilkes making nutritional
supplements, natural soap and ready-to-eat foods.”

A New Look for the Flagship Store
As soon as the Calgary Co-op acquisition was
completed, the 10th Avenue market underwent a major
renovation in layout and design, giving it the 21st century
look of the other two markets in the city.
“We wanted to ensure the shopping experience makes
sense,” says Martin. “The store had changed many times
over the course of its 25 years, so the layout was a bit
confusing. For example, because produce had been added
later in the game, it was positioned at the back corner of
the store.” Now produce takes its place at the front,
welcoming customers when they arrive with a bountiful
selection of organic and local produce, showcasing family
farms and local producers.
Martin noted the health and wellness section
expanded into another 1,500 square feet of space,
replacing the old seven-foot shelves with lower shelves
to make it more open and easier for customers and
staff to interact. Throughout the entire store, shelving
and sight lines were adjusted to continue a feeling of
space and ease of movement.

The Community Café is now set further back into
the store with a new menu offering a large range of
dietary options. Meanwhile, the bulk food section,
something that has always been a prominent part of
what Community Natural Foods is all about, has
expanded and relocated to the front of the store.
“That ‘bring your own container’ movement is
something we’ve been doing since 1977,” says Martin.
“We really believe it’s an important part of health
food stores and a way for us to support the waste-free
movement in Calgary.”
With the renovations in the flagship store downtown,
Calgary Co-op has certainly stepped forward in putting
capital into the business. There’s a real desire to ensure
Community Natural Foods continues to grow and to
grow fast in the coming years. And feedback about the
new layout and look has been overwhelmingly positive.
“That’s especially great because Community Natural
Foods isn’t just a retail store to our customers; it’s their
home, and there’s a lot of passion that comes from that,”
says Martin.
WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM 17

The Community
Café has a new
menu offering a
large range of
dietary options.

“One of the things we’ve recognized
over the past two years is that the
shoppers at the two stores are quite
different. We want to make sure we’re
respecting the history and value that’s
been created under both banners.
Calgary Co-op is already doing a lot of
work in organic foods and a really nice job with their
Natural Choice section; we wouldn’t want to degrade
the experience in either store.”

What’s Next
Martin adds, “At Community Natural Foods we’ve
been focused on local for 40 years, and it’s interesting
that in Alberta specifically there is a growing trend of
up-and-coming entrepreneurs in the food or CPG space.
Look at what’s happening with Venturepark in Calgary,
incubators all across the city, the Food Processing
Development Centre at Leduc. There seem to be a lot
of cool and innovative products coming
to market, and absolutely we’re more
focused on this.
We’re at farmers’ markets, maker
markets, trying to figure out who’s the
next up-and-comer. One of the things
we talk about with our brand is that we
want to be trailblazers. We continue to
focus on the environment and wellness,
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but we’re also looking for that next piece. Who are those
biodynamic organic farmers, the regenerative organic
farmers, what’s that next innovation, how can we push
the boundaries even further?” he says.
The company holds two purpose statements in the
forefront of our minds when making major decisions:
First, wellness for all, making sure they can cater to people
with specialty diets, that there are options wherever you
are on your wellness journey. Second, respect for the
earth, holding out environmental sustainability messages.
“We see so much green-washing in the world right
now, and it’s great that it’s catching people’s attention,
but that is sewn into the fabric of our business. Every
major decision that we’re making, one of the first
questions we ask is what does it mean to the planet, and
are we making the right decision?
There’s been a trend the past ten years or so towards
the local economy, local supply chains, but with all the
supply chain disruptions that we’re seeing now, it’s a
very different conversation than we’ve had in the past.
Now it’s not just a social issue topic; it also makes good
business sense.”
It’s an exciting time for health and wellness retailers as
the number of acquisition and investments continue to
grow. This is great news for not only the customers of
Community Natural Foods but for the entire industry. ●

The ‘Bring Your Own
Container’ movements has
been happening at Community
Natural Foods since 1977.

BUYING LOCAL
By Ronda Payne

Thanks to our innovative Canadian
producers, buying local is as
much about interest and
excitement as it is a decision
about values and quality

Here’s a look at what’s happening with
some of our Canadian producers.

Built on Local
Central Alberta Co-op touches a wide variety of
sources to create a truly local experience

B

eing a local grocer comes with an endless
source of learning. Even for Central Alberta
Co-op, which has been serving communities
for more than 50 years, there are still new things to
be explored. Especially when it comes to what
people want in terms of local products in a world
where local options are growing in importance.
Local can mean anything from hyper-local (store
community level), to regional (Central Alberta), to
provincial, to Western Canadian to Canada-wide.
Regardless of the origins of products, the key is to
make sure items benefit Co-op members and that
local products are clearly identified.
Rob Robinson, food division manager with the
Co-op notes signage for local products stands out
and is a familiar sight for customers who shop at
one of the six food stores.
“Local products are easily recognized in our
locations,” he says. “This signage is very noticeable
and recognized by all our guests.”
Some of the signage asks customers to Look for
Local. Other signs, like those stating an item is
Proudly Western Canadian, might be located next
to specific products.
“In some cases, the province in which the products were produced is also included,” he
explains. “This is very prominent in the
locations.”
Central Alberta Co-op is based in Red
Deer. Robinson says four individual retail
locations in Eckville, Innisfail, Red Deer and
Spruce View, amalgamated to create the
co-op. There is another store in Lacombe
and a second Red Deer location that
round out the food store locations which
run alongside other co-op operatons like
gas bars, farm centres, pharmacies, home
centres and agro centres.
Bringing local products into the food
stores is a shared process that may
begin with guests or producers.
“Quite often, one of our guests will
bring forward a new local product, in
which case we will reach out to obtain
more information on it,” he says. “Many
producers approach us directly to partner on their product.”
Consideration in carrying a new item
includes a variety of factors such as the
quality and uniqueness of it and
whether it meets the needs of the
store’s customers. Obviously, if it is a
food item, food safety and regulatory

Rob Robinson, food division manager
adherence is also a factor.
Co-ops, like Central Alberta Co-op, are built on a
foundation of local. It’s neighbours lending a hand
when needed, someone picking up a few extra
treats a friend or relative enjoys, an employee who
calls when a customer’s preferred dog food comes
in. It’s also about local products that everyone can
be proud of.
It may have originated from the concept of members being owners of the stores, but it has become
more of an understanding of people caring for each
other: staff, customers, directors. Everyone appreciates the value of being part of the co-op.
“The Co-op was built on the idea of being truly
local,” says Robinson. “At Central Alberta Co-op we
care about our families, friends and neighbours. We
care about the communities where we live, work
and play. We are proud to work alongside local
producers. Supporting the local economy and providing a hand up to local producers are just two of
the many benefits realized when providing our
guests with local products.”
Perhaps the most telling aspect of how important
local is to the co-op comes from the fact that many
local producer partners are also co-op members,
coming together to support their communities. ●

“Local products are easily recognized in our locations.
This signage is very noticeable and recognized by all our guests.”

photo courtesy shutterstock.com
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Local Eggs Local Feed
A return to agriculture brought the Schroeders into
egg farming as well as local agricultural enhancement

J

ust outside of Salmon Arm, BC, Mike and
Sarah Schroeder operate the 330-acre
Lakeland Farms, a mixed farm with organic
laying hens, organic food and feed grains and a
dozen angus cattle for finished beef.
“My family’s farmed for longer than we know at
this point,” says Mike. “In Canada, I’m the fourth
generation, we’re raising the fifth. We moved to
Salmon Arm about five years ago.”
Sarah grew up on a hobby farm and worked in
agriculture.
“We wanted a family lifestyle and to teach our
kids about values around farming and sustainability and the future as well,” she says. “We just think
it’s a noble career and it’s a way to teach being
involved in the community.”
Mike’s parents farm with the young couple, but
are semi-retired.
“It took us a couple of years to get going,” Mike
explains of the farm. “We started with the crops.
We basically started with a bare piece of land here.
We leased more land to grow crops.”
Then, in 2017 they were introduced as a new
producer in BC Egg’s program and placed their
first flock in 2018 under the quota system. They
now produce just under 1.5 million eggs a year.
“We have a close-knit community here in Salmon
Arm and to be able to produce food for our community
and have it go to grocery store shelves is pretty
important to us,” Sarah says. “Whenever [our kids]
see the eggs in the grocery stores, they are pretty
excited. They say, ‘those could be our eggs’.”
Mike notes that he sees agriculture as unbelievably
exciting and filled with opportunities. With soil
nutrition, animal health, sustainability and a variety
of other aspects of farming, he’s passionate about
learning, facing challenges and diversifying the farm.

Mike and Sarah Schroeder with their two children.
One area of diversification came with the cattle.
“It’s regenerative farming,” Mike says. “Because
we’re organic, we use a lot of cover crops. They’re
really good for soil health, but we don’t really get
to derive a lot of value out of them. But the beef,
we tend to look at them as our nutrient recyclers.
We intend to graze them on the cover crops.”
Additionally, the hen manure helps fertilize the
crops creating a richer nutrient profile for both the
soil and the crops that grow from it.
In 2020, they recognized another opportunity.
“Our feed, most of our ingredients, would go past
us on the highway down to the Lower Mainland to
get milled and then they’d come back to us,” he
says. “In 2020 we built the feed mill. We’ve cut
about 800 kms off of about one million kgs of feed.”
They were surprised to see the enthusiasm of
local farms who wanted organic feed from a local
source.
“Those guys jumped on it very quickly, which
was fantastic for us,” Mike says. “They definitely see
the value in having local supply. Our next goal will
likely be to get into retail feed like bagged feed.
When it comes to organic grains, organic complete
feed for poultry, there hasn’t been a lot in the area.”
He credits the relationship with BC Egg for
providing the farm with security in the uptake of
the supply of eggs and moderated pricing. This
allows the focus to stay on the birds, the farm and
the overall management of the land. Creating a
more sustainable local food supply is a natural outcome of the Schroeders’ efforts. ●

“We have a close-knit community here in Salmon Arm and to be able to produce food for
our community and have it go to grocery store shelves is pretty important to us.”
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Even Bees Like to
Stay Local
Ian Steppler’s bees enjoy about 200 square miles of
“home turf” ensuring their honey is a known entity

S

ome apiarists are willing to let their bee
colonies catch a plane or hop on the back of
a flat bed to forage on different crops. Ian
Steppler, apiarist with Steppler Farms, prefers to
treat his bees like trustworthy teenagers. They can
travel within a 200 square mile area of farms he
knows well.
“My hives are strictly honey production,” he says.
“I know my neighbours very well. A few are pretty
well established here. I’m very stationary. I move my
hives around my fields and I bring them in for winter.”
His parental love of the bees is obvious, but it
wasn’t necessarily the career he expected.
“I went to a diploma in agriculture course and
I took a beekeeping course in 1999 at the University
of Manitoba and that’s when I bought my first four
hives,” he says. “I just kind of stumbled into it.”
The stumbling was ideal as it turns out. Steppler’s
grandparents farmed short horn cows and grain
when they established the homestead in Miami,
Manitoba in 1922. His parents took the farm on in
1972 and shifted from short horn to Charolais
cattle. With their four sons mostly involved, the
Steppler family incorporated the farm in 1998.
“I farm together with my family,” he explains. “We
are primarily a cattle farm with 650 Charolais cattle.
We grain farm 3,300 acres of grain land with wheat,
canola, sunflowers, soybeans and other crops.”
His brother Andre manages the cattle, Adam
manages grain production and Geoff, a pilot, helps
on the farm when he’s not flying. Steppler carved
his own niche out with
the bees and now has
1,500 hives. He is a
contracted member with
Bee Maid Honey.
“Back in the late 90s,
the farm was struggling a
bit with low commodity
prices. I was going to
university and I knew I
wanted to continue
farming. I was looking
for something to provide
a bit of cash to build a
family on,” he says. “I just followed the opportunity.
I was able to grow my beekeeping business at the
same time as farming. It was a nice complement.”
Now, his daughter and son participate in the
business as they consider their own futures. They
see how bees increase yields and are a critical part
of a healthy ecosystem.
“I’ve always had a connection to the land. Miami
is flat land, lake bottom. It’s right next to the

Ian Steppler, apiarist, Steppler Farms, — Miami, Manitoba
escarpment and the farm is on top of the escarpment. It’s very hilly, with ravines. We have to
manage the topography of the lands, so we’re
very conservation conscious,” he says. “Stepping
into the beekeeping, it just provides me with
another perspective on that conservation and the
connection to the land.”
He feels the bees contribute to a more diverse,
vibrant farm due to their natural integration into all
aspects of faming. The bees help everyone find
more balance and to consider their actions and
reactions.
This same type of relationship is what led Steppler
to choose Bee Maid for his honey.
“They helped me initiate my business and that’s
very important and something I won’t forget,” he
says. “And when I bring my product to them, I’m
very confident that they are going to grade it and
assess it properly. I’m Bee Maid, so they are working
for my best interests. There’s a trust factor there
and that’s really important. They’re going to be
representing my product on the shelf with dignity.”
Because Bee Maid is a cooperative, there is more
price stability for producers like Steppler. He is
included in the decisions and actions Bee Maid
makes on his behalf, but at the end of the day, he
can return to what he loves, which is managing his
apiary of tiny teenagers. ●
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Expertise and experience
leads to excellence - every time.
SE

With two quality-driven processing
facilities and expansion plans ahead,
Lagoon Seafood prides itself on offering
premium products and services to its
longstanding customers across Canada,
USA, Europe, and Asia with brands
Blue Tide and Royal Harbour.
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Quality Counts

For more than two and a half decades,
Lagoon Seafood has been a leader in
the distribution, import, export,
processing and curing of fresh and
frozen ﬁsh and seafood products.
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Drop us a line today enjoy a proﬁtable and
rewarding catch.

Lagoon Seafood was built on a strong
foundation of dedicated seafood
experts and professionals who search
the world for the highest quality
products.

MSC-C-54097

Fresh or frozen, Lagoon Seafood products meet
the strictest of quality standards

C

anadians have pretty high standards in
seafood, and there’s little wonder why. With
two primary fishing coasts, people across
the country have grown to expect the North American
seafood options found in Canada’s coastal waters.
Michael Cheaib, business resources manager with
Lagoon Seafood, notes that the Quebec-based
company started in 1993 and has grown to be an
expert in both fresh and frozen seafood.
“We distribute fish and seafood, fresh and
frozen, across the country,” he says. “Canadians are
really keen to buy local product as much as they
can. Providing local products to Canada is really
important to us.”
Certification is a key element in Lagoon’s assessment of products. With strict control over all product
lines which includes constant monitoring of all
product entering and exiting the warehouses,
nothing leaves the company’s hands without
achieving the best standards. Lagoon undergoes a
variety of audits to ensure this standard of care
meets the needs of third-party agencies like BRC
Global Standards, Marine Stewardship Council,
Aquaculture Stewardship Council, Certification
Biologique and Ocean Wise, the program created
by the Vancouver Aquarium.

“We have three BRC certified plants. We have a
quality control team that checks everything from
A to Z on the products. It’s a 360 degree review
our quality control department runs. They run
through a checklist in terms of quality, taste,
temperature, texture and so forth. If we’re happy
with the results, we proceed with the order,”
Cheaib explains. “We have a lot of expertise
because we have been in the business for almost
30 years. We have more than 600 skus of fresh
and frozen fish and seafood products.”
Where COVID-19 impacted some food supply
organizations, Lagoon took a different stance to
ensure Canadian customers continued to have the
products they wanted. The emphasis is heavily on
local, but Lagoon also imports products from
abroad using the same stringent standards.
“We’ve been a unique player to kind of keep
the business running as it used to, even during
COVID-19, even when the demand had dropped
massively,” he says. “We kept ordering, we kept
freezing products for when the market got back
to the norm and we were ready to supply our
clients right away. This was a big advantage for
us. We’re hiring a lot of people as we are seeing
rapid and massive growth.”
Haddock, cod and salmon can all be provided
fresh to local markets. This demand of both fresh
and frozen product means selecting fishing partners
is a detailed process.
“We buy in bulk, in big quantities. We always go
with wholesalers that are certified as well. Those
wholesalers that are globally certified,” says
Cheaib. “We have a good team of quality control
with a lot of expertise in the industry. They make
sure that anything we purchase locally meets the
quality measures or standards we demand.”
The product checks can be extensive and may even
include lab tests and assessments for any damage or
to ensure nutritional facts line up as expected. ●

“We distribute fish and seafood, fresh and frozen, across the country.
Providing local products to Canada is really important to us,”
says Michael Cheaib, business resources manager, Lagoon Seafood.
Lagoon Seafood 1301 32nd Avenue, Lachine, QC H8T 3H2 Canada
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Local Technology for
Retail Problems
Victoria-based SYNQ delivers loss provention tools
along with customer convenience solutions

N

olan Wheeler, founder and CEO of Victoriabased SYNQ waves the locally-produced
flag loud and proud. For a long time, he
was criticized for not shipping his retail lossprevention technology tools off-shore for cheaper
manufacturing, but now people appreciate the
benefits of that decision.
“We were founded in 2015 and we had been
criticized heavily about manufacturing in Canada
and particularly in Victoria,” he says. “Despite the
criticism, it was to be a core value of SYNQ. Being
able to provide the best quality to our customers
by adapting quickly to their needs is possible
because we would design, manufacture and
assemble locally. This allows SYNQ to continue
being a leader in the industry.”
Now, with slightly more than 30 employees,
SYNQ provides loss-prevention and customer
convenience solutions to retailers in Canada and
the United States. The flagship products for loss
prevention include elements like security labels,
cameras, hard tags and more. However, with
recognition of growing customer wait times
(and the resulting impatience and frustration)
and a need to reduce labour per transaction,
new solutions were born.
“Some of our clients are all about the customer
experience,” Wheeler says. “We look at providing
pain-killers for their pain-points. Through
technology we can systematically alleviate
friction such as customer wait times.”
He gives the example of a bakery department with a cake order display where preprinted static paper sheets are available to
complete an order. These are rife with
errors and frustration when customer
printing is hard to make out, special
requests can’t be included, and staff
members aren’t available to help.
“We change the medium. We
provide an in-store tablet
that customers can use to
create their cake order with
confidence. Customers can
then receive text updates
about the progress of their
cake as they continue to shop.
Or they may ask questions
about other products or product

locations by texting the store their questions.”
In loss prevention, new tools have been introduced
to help prevent theft rather than using cameras
to identify the thief and later solve the crime.
“Many grocers are using locking cases and a tear
card. This creates friction and a slow customer
experience. We use an alternative approach. A
customer can scan the product with their phone,
like a QR code, and staff will begin collecting the
product for them,” he says. “The customer will still
pay for it in the normal manner; the cashier just
scans the customer’s phone, which is providing the
bar code for the item, and give them the product
that their colleague already collected.”
Then, the space that was once heavily used for
cigarettes, which has been scaled back, can be
used for storage of high value items that
customers scan and pay for at checkout using
something they are already familiar with — their
phone and a QR code.
“We leverage something that’s already accepted
in the restaurant industry to be used in the grocery
industry,” Wheeler says. “There’s no integration
needed at all for the retailer because the scanning
wand at the checkout doesn’t know the difference
between the bar code on your phone or the bar
code on your prime rib roast. There is minimal IT
involvement.”
Giving customers a better experience with less
wasted time while freeing up staff demands is a
win for everyone. Plus, if theft can be reduced
through products made in Canada, it’s a robust
offering for Western Canadian retailers. ●

“We leverage something that’s already accepted in the restaurant
industry to be used in the grocery industry.”
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Simple Food,
Local Values
Golden Valley Eggs, Sparks Eggs ensure a healthy,
stable product for consumers and a valued industry

C
Your customers
want local eggs.
Especially now.
They trust local farmers.
They want to support their local economy.
They believe local is better for the planet and for the future.
That’s why we work every day – with our Alberta and B.C. egg farmer partners –
to make sure you have the local, quality eggs your customers want.
It’s what we know. It’s all we do.

Quality ALBERTA Eggs

Quality B.C. Eggs

Since 1976

Since 1950

sparkseggs.com

goldenvalley.com

raig Ansell, director of sales with Golden
Valley Eggs, likes visiting the laying hen
farms and talking to farmers. He sees the
business as being a relatively straightforward one
that benefits from strong local relationships.
“It’s simply business at the end of the day,” he
says. “We have a product that goes straight from
the farms and the chickens, through our facility and
out. Kept in its natural state. It’s a pretty direct line.”
He feels it’s important to see the farms, see
the hens and get to know where the eggs come
from. While he appreciates this experience and
information from a business perspective, he also
knows that customers need to know more often
where their food comes from.
The majority of eggs (97 per cent) sold in BC
through Golden Valley Eggs are produced in
BC. Under Sparks Eggs, which is based in Alberta,
the percentage is about the same says Todd McKinley,
regional sales manager with Sparks Eggs.
“People like to know where their product comes
from,” he says. “If they know they are buying from and
supporting local and local farmers, in this case, that
means a lot to the consumer more now than ever.”
Bringing attention to that local factor is seeing
an increase in importance on retailer shelves.
“We’ve been putting it more and more on our
packaging that they are Alberta produced and we
work with different retailers,” he explains. “Different
retailers have different ways to put call outs on their
shelves. Like the co-op where there are little tags on
the shelf saying where the products come from.”

Ansell notes that the grading facilities in BC and
Alberta are both geographically close to production areas to reduce transportation and facilitate
production conversations with farmers as needed.

“I find I get to learn things as well by going and
talking to the producers, seeing their actual farms
and how their birds are,” he says. “We talk about
the values we’re looking for and our producers are
proud of what they do first and foremost.”
This makes it easier to have conversations if
something isn’t quite right at production.
Ansell and others from Golden Valley can
talk to farmers to assess challenges, make
corrections and ensure that farmers
always have a market for their products.
There are also options to discuss
business transitions.
“One of the producers is Country Golden
Yolks. They are a family,” Ansell says.
“They’re seeing that the market is moving
towards organic and they would talk
to Golden Valley about that and gain
wisdom to work towards that.”
The family has since launched Country
Golden Yolks Organic eggs on a small scale and are
working with Golden Valley to continue gauging
the market and make investments in the future of
their business. ●

“We have a product that goes straight from the farms and the chickens,
through our facility and out. Kept in its natural state. It’s a pretty direct line.”
©L. H. Gray & Son Limited, 2021.

Companies
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FAIRTRADE
By Karen Barr

Fairtrade for All!
Consumer demand is key for fair trade industry

T

he Fairtrade Mark certifies the
produce or ingredients in a product have been grown to Fairtrade
standards. Research undertaken by Globescan in 2021, shows consumer recognition stands at 42 per cent, in Canada,
up six per cent in the last two years.
Eighty per cent of shoppers want to
support small farmers and ensure fair
pay. In fact, 68 per cent have purchased
fair trade products in the past year.
“For fair trade to work, consumer
demand for ethically sourced goods

John Marron, director of commercial
relations, Fairtrade Canada
Fairtrade Canada notes that
consumer demand for ethically
sourced goods is key for fair trade.

is key. Fairtrade is the only global
sustainable standard that is equally
owned and governed by producers for
producers,” explains John Marron,
director of commercial relations,
at Fairtrade Canada and part of the
Fairtrade International system. This global
network of nearly two million farmers
and workers in the Global South has
expanded to almost 80 countries
worldwide. “We provide an essential safety
net for producers, by setting minimum
prices for all major commodities.”
Country Grocer, in Victoria, British
Columbia, is helping to lead the
movement. “Our largest volume item is
fair trade bananas, which we sell yearround,” says Rob Johnson, produce
operations manager for the company.
Statistics from Fairtrade Canada indicate
fair trade banana sales have risen 11 per
cent. Ninety per cent of the bananas come
from Latin America and the Caribbean.
“Avocados make up our second largest
sales volume. We sell a
lot of them,” says Johnson,
adding customers are
equally excited about fair
trade tomatoes, peppers,
and melons. As for
merchandising he says,
“Most fair trade produce
is in our organic produce
departments.”

Country Grocer shelves are filled with fair
trade coffee, tea, flour, sugar and honey.

Country Grocer grocery department
shelves are filled with fair trade coffee,
tea, flour, sugar, and honey. Coffee is the
big winner with consumers across Canada.
Fairtrade Canada reports there are 582
coffee producers around the globe. This
is comprised of 762,392 farmers, in 32
countries, although most come from Latin
America and the Caribbean.
Stacey Toews, co-founder of Level
Ground Trading, says over a million
pounds of green coffee beans come into
his facility per year, from over 5,000 small
farms, where it is then roasted on site.
“During 2021, we sourced coffees from
11 small-farmer cooperatives, in seven
countries, to release our refreshed line of
single origin and craft blend coffees.”
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The top sellers are
Colombia, Andes Mountains
and Peru coffees. Additionally, sales of the new large
sized 900-gram bag are
already up 31 per cent.
In June of this year,
customers at Longos, the
third-generation familyowned grocery chain, in
Toronto, Ontario, saw
private label coffee varieties, packaged on
shelves. “Our assortment was developed
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Diran Ogungbemile, category
manager of grocery, dairy and
frozen, Longos

through an extensive consultative process with our
private label partner, whose
coffee buying expertise spans
over 25 years,” says Diran
Ogungbemile, category
manager of grocery, dairy
and frozen for the company. The Medium
House Blend in both ground and whole

bean are the top two sellers.
As for what makes the coffee unique
Ogungbemile says, “We have the best
retail price in the market at $11.99 per
pound, coupled with an amazing wellbalanced roast profile.”
“For Van Houtte specifically, we source
the finest Arabica beans from the same
producers for decades — some haven’t
changed since the time of Albert-Louis
Van Houtte,” says Cynthia Shanks,
senior director of communications and
sustainability, at Keurig Canada Inc.
The top three sellers include Van
Houtte Espresso Superiore Fairtrade,
Van Houtte Dolce Crema Fairtrade and
Van Houtte Espresso Signature Fairtrade.
“We are now expanding our scope to
include cocoa,” says Shanks. “By the end
of 2021, all of our cocoa will be 100 per
cent responsibly sourced through
approved third-party partner programs
— Fairtrade International, Fair Trade
USA, Rainforest Alliance or Utz.”
Fairtrade Canada states there are 263
cocoa producers, representing 268,828
farmers, in 21 countries. Eighty-six per
cent of the farmers are from West Africa.
Sales are up 57 per cent.
“In the last 52 weeks, the semi-sweet
chocolate chips are the top seller, a
bit ahead of the cocoa powder. As for
hot chocolate, the dark hot chocolate
is the top item,” says Tom HanlanWilde at Camino/ La Siembra & Equal
Exchange Co-ops.
Johnson says the key to sales is
informing customers. “We promote
fair trade products with point-of-sale
signage. This brings awareness that we
support the whole Fair Trade Program
and why. We also promote within our
ads whenever we can and make sure it is
highlighted in the flyer. This lets
customers know which products we will
have each week.
Johnson adds another important factor.
“We make sure our staff are educated on
the Fair Trade Program.”
To aid with in-store promotion
Fairtrade Canada can supply retailers
with posters, banner images and shelf
wobblers.
Carrying fair trade products in stores,
helps provide work and fair wages to
global farmers across the world.
Promotion is key to keep customers
informed about how they can spend their
grocery dollars toward a good cause. ●

By Mike Yeo

NutriStart Celebrates 25 Years
Continued success serving
the Natural Health and
Grocery industries

N

utriStart first started out as a small independent
company on Vancouver Island in 1997. Initially the
company’s main focus was to support the natural
health industry with one product, NutriPods. This initial
product was a pre-blend of nutrients that were imported
from California.
The idea behind NutriStart stemmed from a desire and the
need to find a good multi-vitamin for personal consumption
that would provide the energy and the health benefits needed, back when it was difficult to find a good multi-vitamin for
multi-day backwoods hikes and long-distance backpacking.
As NutriStart started working with nutritionists and
consultants, the company quickly discovered that there
were better options out there than importing pre-made
packs. It was decided to reach out to some Canadian GMP
manufacturers, and, with the help of nutritionists, NutriStart
began to design their own formulas from the ground up. As
support from customers grew for their home-grown formula,
it was only natural that additional products followed.
“NutriStart has a reputation for having very well thoughtout, high quality ingredients in all of our blends. For example,
our Liposomal products are one of the purest on the market,
with no added sweeteners or alcohols, and these are
the things that our customers feel are important,” says Jon
Fitzpatrick, CEO at NutriStart.
“When we are presenting products to new stores, their
department managers (who are usually very well-versed
in all things nutrition), almost always comment on the
excellence and uniqueness of our ingredient lists.”
Fitzpatrick says NutriStart also works directly with stores,
without distributors, because it allows the company to offer
direct support to staff and customers alike. NutriStart staff
are always available to chat, and always respond personally
to customer inquiries.

NutriStart has a
reputation for having
very well thought-out,
high quality ingredients
in all of their blends.

Jon Fitzpatrick, CEO, NutriStart
“Not only that, but we also offer a lot of information, not
just on our products, but many other aspects of health and
wellness. We offer a weekly newsletter on the company
website’s education page (https://nutristart.com/resources/),
and people are free to subscribe to and re-print newsletters
from our archives,” he adds.
NutriStart first entered the grocery industry by offering
products to Thrifty Foods who are now part of the Sobeys
chain of grocery stores and has worked with them for over
20 years. In recent years some of the company skus were
added to Country Grocer and numerous independent
grocery stores across Canada.
Recently NutriStart has started taking orders for two new
skus, which are larger versions of two of the company’s
popular products: Quick D (Vitamin D3 Liquid) and Quick B12
(Liquid Vitamin B). The “Family” Size Quick D (55ml), in
particular has been a very popular sku. NutriStart introduced
a 100 ml (“Mega”) Quick D Liquid as a promotional item for
November and have already pre-sold thousands of units.
New products NutriStart has been working on are set
to come out in December (barring any delays due to
material shortages): Liposomal CoQ10 — an excellent
supplement for heart health and migraine prevention/
reduction; and Provide Balance — a unique smoothie
focused on gut and brain health, featuring the patented
Lactospore pre-biotic and more.
Though the bulk of NutriStart’s business
still resides with health and wellness-oriented
stores, there has been increased interest
and demand from grocery store chains and
independent grocers trying to provide more
“lifestyle” options for their clientele.
In the next couple of months NutriStart
will be celebrating its 25th anniversary and
appreciates the continued opportunity
to serve the natural health product and
grocery industries. ●
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MEAT DEPARMENT

By Frank Yeo

Mainly Because
of the Meat
Meat Departments
Are Changing with
New Merchandising
Challenges

T

ypically, the meat department generates only
around 10 per cent of a store’s revenue but is
indispensable in driving traffic to a store.
Indeed, according to the Food Marketing Institute,
meat is the top reason for choosing a store.
In the North American Meat Institute Foundation,
Food Marketing Institute, and Sealed Air Food Care’s
Power of Meat report, meat departments had a huge
role to play in retaining customers, with 62 per cent
of shoppers purchasing meat and seafood at
supermarkets compared to other channels such as
farmer’s markets, dollar stores, or online. Overall,
photos courtesy shutterstock.com

consumers (60 per cent) are choosing to spend about
the same amount on meat purchases, but they are
buying less volume. Furthermore, ready-to-eat and
heat-and-eat meals are on the rise, with nearly half of
all shoppers opting for these convenient meal options.
Price still reigns as the number-one driver for
purchase decisions in meat and seafood. As price per
pound and total package price has shifted somewhat,
so have the purchases of beef, poultry, and other meat
selections. Close behind price, however, is product
appearance. Freshness and quality are toward the
forefront of consumers’ concerns, with around 60 per
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cent of shoppers wanting meat products packaged in
leakproof, resealable, and freezer-ready containers. Shoppers
look for transparent packaging to inspect the colour of the
meat with an easy-to-read sell-by date.
But the meat department has been changing in response
to consumers’ desire for options like grass feed and organic
while seeing a lot more prepared and semi-prepared branded
offerings. And now, many grocers have made the decision
to merchandise meat substitutes alongside regular meat, a
practice that started some years ago at Whole Foods.
While the total protein demand will double to 943.5
million metric tons in 2054, the market for alternative
proteins, including plant-based proteins, is expected to
grow at 14 per cent annually by 2024 — up to a third of
the protein market. The global plant-based protein market
alone is expected to reach USD 10.8 billion by 2022
supported by a CAGR of 6.7 per cent.
Growing interest demand for plant-based protein
alternatives has been largely driven by an increasing
awareness about the benefits of protein-rich diet and plantbased alternatives, rising world demand for protein due to
rapid population growth, growing consumer interest in
foods that promote health and well-being, and adoption of
environmental stewardship and protection of animal welfare.
In Canada, more than 40 per cent of the population is
actively trying to incorporate more plant-based foods into
their diets. Their compatibility with vegetarian, vegan and
“flexitarian” lifestyles is now putting the spotlight on plantbased protein sources.

Annual global sales of plant-based meat alternatives have
grown on average eight per cent a year since 2010, with
projections forecasting that, in 25 years, 20 per cent of
meat will consist of plant-based and clean meat. In Canada,
sales of plant-based protein products rose seven per cent
to more than $1.5 billion in the 2016/17 fiscal year.
Many see the future as one where the meat case is going
to be called the “protein case” and consumers will be able
to buy plant-based and animal-based protein side by side.
On the horizon too is cultivated or cultured meat,
produced by in vitro cell cultures of animal cells, a form of
cellular agriculture.
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PROFILE
By Mike Yeo

In Canada, more than 40 per cent of the
population is actively trying to incorporate
more plant-based foods into their diets.
Cultured meat is produced using tissue engineering
techniques traditionally used in regenerative medicines.
Cultured meat may have the potential to address substantial
global problems of the environmental impact of meat
production, animal welfare, food security and human health.
Cultivated meat could be a $25 billion global industry
by 2030, accounting for as much as 0.5 per cent of the
global meat supply.
Whether it is animal or plant protein, consumers are
looking for advice and engagement from retailers. The
Power of Meat report says those retailers who are perceived
as meat experts can double overall sales per customer. ●

RELIABLE

FOOD
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
www.birosaw.com

MEATMAN’S PRODUCTS
CONTINUES TO IMPRESS
Md. B300M
12” Manual Feed Slicer

Md. B350A
13 3/4” Semi-Automatic
Multi-Speed Slicer

Md. B350Comfort
13 3/4” Semi-Automatic
Single-Speed Slicer

Md. B350M
13 3/4” Manual Feed Slicer

BIRO Manufacturing Company
Marblehead, OH 43440-2099 USA
419-798-4451 Fax 419-798-9106

www.birosaw.com
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f anyone knows the meat business, it’s “The Meatman”! Josh Spray,
owner of Meatman’s Products and Farm Town Meats, started at the
original small Burnaby butcher shop in the mid ‘90s doing dishes and
mopping floors. In 2006, when the opportunity to buy the business arose,
he didn’t hesitate. Starting with three employees and barely 1,500 square
feet of retail space, Spray continued to operate the retail butcher shop, all
while beginning to build his Meatman’s brand.
“Having the retail store was a big help in developing lots of our
products. We like to enlist the help of our loyal customers to sample our
new recipes and product lines. It’s a funny story, at one point our supplier
shipped us an incorrect spice. Having no other options that day we had
to make use of what we were given. With full disclosure we put our eager
samplers to work and the reactions were overwhelmingly positive. Going
forward we improved the recipe just by chance,” says Spray.
In 2013 Spray purchased the bakery adjacent to his butcher shop with
the goal of attaining more room to expand his wholesale capacity. After
some space reallocation he sold the bakery and more than tripled his area
to operate his retail and wholesale packaging facility.

Josh Spray, owner of Meatman’s Products
and Farm Town Meats
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PASTA & SAUCE

packages for the draws, people began calling out “The
Meatman’s here!” and it’s kind of just stuck,” says Spray.
Getting into supermarkets was always a goal for Spray.
The first company to approve the Meatman’s product line
was the Georgia Main Food Group. They listed his products
in their local Marketplace IGAs and Fresh St. Markets.
“Georgia Main Food Group has been a great help to
me, as they gave me my first green light for listing my
products in a supermarket and they’ve been a pleasure
to work with. I continue to work with them on new
products for their stores.” Aside from his trademark
meat pies he’s also been working on developing a variety
of dessert pies. A recent win for Spray was a contract
from Georgia Main Food Group for his pumpkin pies
this fall season.
Meatman’s Products is growing and currently includes
a variety of meat and dessert pies, sausage rolls, schnitzels
and specialty sausages. Spray is currently working on
two new marinades he hopes to have on shelves soon
that will complement his already available Maui Marinade.
“The marinades are a long process. We have to make

Meatman’s
Products has
since expanded
across BC and
can now be
found in over
125 stores.

“Once I got the packaging facility up and running, I
was primarily doing sausage rolls, and meat pies. I had a
lot of people coming back to tell me they were the best
sausage rolls they’d ever eaten. Even got a lovely hand
written note from a senior on Vancouver Island. It meant
a lot! Over the years I’ve also been contracted to supply
and deliver many meat draws for lower mainland raffles.
These wonderful organizations support my small business
while at the same time raise money for different charitable
organizations. It’s actually how my brand’s name came to
be. Whenever I would arrive at the events with my meat

them in small batches at first, with lots of customer
testing and ingredient tweaking before we can eventually
scale them up for mass production. I think our Maui
Marinade went through 12 different test batches before
we hit the right one,” says Spray.
Good quality, fair pricing and attention to customer
satisfaction for nearly 40 years has helped the Meatman’s
Products label achieve success in the marketplace. Starting
from within their own retail location Meatman’s Products
has since expanded across BC and can now be found in
over 125 stores. ●

Pasta and
the pandemic
seem to have
PANDEMIC PROOF
“Pasta has proven to be an essential category
gone hand in
on grocery shelves,” says Cristina Unti,
hand this
marketing department, A. Bosa & Co Ltd. “The
past year, with pandemic has shown us that Canadian
consumers rely on pasta as a high-quality value
the industry
product. The past year has demonstrated doubledigit growth in this category.”
reporting
The years prior saw a growth of around two
higher than
per cent to three per cent, explains John Porco,
usual growth. chief operating officer, Unico Inc./Primo Foods.
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By Melanie Franner

“In comparison, pasta sales grew by approximately
20 per cent in 2020.”
Porco attributes the increase to a variety of factors.
“Pasta is a high-consumable and high-volume
category,” he says. “It is recognized as a traffic
builder.”
The category offers other benefits as well.
“Pasta is a major staple, as it is affordable,
long dating and versatile,” explains Frank
Mastrogiacomo, national vice-president of sales
and marketing, Jan K Overweel.
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NOTABLE NUMBERS
Research from Statista’s report, Sales Value of Pasta
and Sauces in Canada in 2019, shows that sales of dry
pasta amounted to $348.82 million that year. Refrigerated
pasta accounted for $134.04 million, while “pasta and
remaining sauces” reached a value of $302.63 million.
Other (such as lasagna) represented $46.23 million.
Pasta may be a staple for Canadian consumers but
today’s meals aren’t necessarily your grandfather’s meals.
“The way people are creating different uses for pasta
has changed over time,” says Porco. “A meal used to
consist of spaghetti and meatballs. Now you have different
varieties of pasta, like bow tie, that can be served hot
with a tomato sauce or cold in a summer pasta salad.”
Not only has the shape of pasta changed over time,
but so has its nutritional offerings.
“New trends include pasta made from different types
of quinoa, protein and plant-based varieties that are
made from vegetables and legumes,” says Mastrogiacomo.
The rise in pasta has been met with increased interest
in sauces.
“Pasta sauces have had a parallel success to its pasta
accompaniment,” says Unti, who adds that the past
pandemic year has proven to be a perfect time for the
company to include new flavours.
Mastrogiacomo also speaks of the increasing popularity
of sauces.
“Prepared sauces are exploding, especially the ones
featuring clean labels and healthy attributes,” he says.

NEW TO THE MARKET
Bosa Foods has introduced numerous new products
to both its pasta and sauce categories.
The company recently introduced its new Bronze Die
Extruded Pasta line from the La Famiglia brand. It includes
nine skus made from 100 per cent Italian Marco Ariello
Varietal Wheat, as well as two pasta cuts made from Senatore
Cappelli Wheat, along with a Bigoli Nobili pasta cut.
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The company’s Anna’s Country Kitchen brand saw
the introduction of three new pasta options, which
include a Buckwheat, Red Lentil, and Green Pea pasta.
Bosa Foods also introduced a Cauliflower Gnocchi,
followed by a Truffle Gnocchi.
Bosa Foods’s Italissima and Preferisco pasta sauce
lines also saw new flavours being introduced, including
Butternut Squash, Carbonara and Roasted Garlic. A
new line of organic cherry tomato sauces has been
added under the La Famiglia brand. The line offers
five flavours: Basil; Capers and Onion; Fennel Seeds
and Capers; Sundried Tomatoes and Capers; Bell
Peppers; and Chili Peppers.
Unico/Primo continues to use 100 per cent durum
wheat (sourced from western Canada) in its broad
range of pasta products. Owning its own mill means
that Unico/Primo can manufacture its own pasta
products in Canada. New skus include a soon-to-be
introduced egg noodle featuring a different formulation
and new packaging.
“Specialty pastas are still very much in demand,” notes
Porco, who cites cannelloni, spinach lasagna, and jumbo
shell noodles as prime examples. He adds that Orzo is
one of the fastest growing shapes in pasta.
The company also produces a broad range of highquality pasta sauces that include garlic, original and
zesty, as well as Unico’s Passata Cucina Fresca.
Jan K Overweel’s widely recognized Just Sauce line
of pasta sauces continues to garner interest with
consumers. The line uses whole tomatoes grown from
volcanic enriched Italian soil, as well as high-quality,
fresh and natural ingredients. They are both vegan and
gluten-free certified.

SALES POTENTIAL
Even though the pasta and sauce categories have
experienced impressive growth during the pandemic,
retailers can increase sales even further through innovative
merchandising techniques.
End cap displays or standalone displays are still the
merchandising option of choice for Unti, who adds that
both allow for a generous selection of pasta varieties
and cuts that can be cross-merchandised with the
matching brand of pasta sauces.
Merchandising pasta and sauce together is also a big
winner for Mastrogiacomo. He additionally suggests the
possibility of providing QR codes for recipes on shelf.
Creating a whole tableau is another merchandising
option. Porco describes it as an effective tool that creates
a full food display, pulling in product from other
departments, such as pasta and sauces, canned vegetables,
cheese, bread – and more.
Displaying all the makings of a sumptuous Italian
dinner may be just the ticket to increasing uptake in an
already strong category. ●

SOCIAL MEDIA
By Tara Clark, founder and CEO of Social T.

IT GIVES YOU A PLACE TO START
Most businesses are aware of the benefits of social media
but are overwhelmed by the process and unsure where to
begin. Common questions I hear from retail organizations
about establishing an online presence are:
• How many platforms should we be on?
• Which platforms are right for our type of business?
• How often should we post?
These are all valid queries that strategy-building can answer
right from the start. A social media strategy acts as the
springboard for your overall efforts and provides you with
a solid foundation to get you started.
Whether you’re a smaller grocery retailer looking to
connect more with the community, or a larger chain that
wants to attract new brands and customers, a strategy also
provides clarity on your overall goals, so you feel confident
on your trajectory.

IT PROVIDES CONTINUOUS
CONTENT
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How Grocery Stores Can Benefit from a

SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY
S
ocial media provides a wealth of opportunities for
brand awareness, connecting with the community and
driving sales. According to a special COVID-19 edition of The CMO (Chief Marketing Officer) Survey, social
media became critical to marketing during the pandemic, and
this is likely to continue as we navigate our “new normal”.
As any marketing expert can tell you, there is no onesize-fits-all method to being effective in social media
marketing. Each business’ success depends on the size of its
internal marketing team, the team’s knowledge of social
media, and its goals.
With this in mind, how should grocery stores utilize social
media to effectively sell their products, grow their brand and
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establish a loyal customer base? The answer is simple: a strategy.
A social media strategy is a plan or outline of what you
would like to achieve with social media, and what you’ll
need to get there. Here are six ways grocery stores can
benefit from having a social media strategy in place, even
amidst a turbulent business climate.

IT SAVES YOU TIME
It’s no secret that social media can be time-consuming.
This is especially true if you don’t have an established
marketing team and are delegating social media to individuals
within your organization.
No matter who is responsible for social media management,
you want their time and effort to be spent wisely. A strategy
provides structure and a tangible action plan that keeps you
on track and mitigates burnout and overwhelm.

You may have solid objectives in place, but creating highquality, value-driven posts is what will ultimately bring you
success. As the saying goes, content is king.
A common pain point for many businesses is not knowing
what to post, and how often. An effective social media
strategy includes an editorial content calendar mapping out
your posts in advance. Not only will you never run out of
ideas, but you’ll also avoid posting aimlessly.
These days, content planning has become more important
than ever. Recent trends indicate that audiences are resonating
with human-focused and community-centric posts. This is
where strategy comes in handy; It provides a roadmap on
what your target audience is looking for, so your content
always provides value.
When planning social media posts for your grocery business,
utilize content “pillars” or categories to make things simpler.
When in doubt, just remember that every post should educate,
entertain or inspire your audience in some way. Some popular
and effective content pillars for grocery stores are:
• Newsworthy posts (in-store promotions,
new products, company news, etc.)
• Recipes (made with various brands sold in the store)
• New brand spotlights
• Community-focused content (posts about your
team, local events, etc.)

IT HELPS YOU TARGET THE
RIGHT AUDIENCE
According to research done by AdWeek and Sprout Social,
81 per cent of consumers do online research before making
a purchase, and 21 per cent of consumers are more likely to

buy from brands they can reach on social media.
A social media strategy contains details about your target
market and demographics you can refer back to at any time,
as you continuously plan your content.
For example, your grocery store’s strategy might include
popular purchasing trends and a general customer profile
that will help you create the right posts for your particular
local audience. Even if you’re part of a larger chain of stores,
knowing these unique demographics can help you attract
loyal, repeat customers.

IT OUTLINES SOCIAL MEDIA
BEST PRACTICES
Getting audiences to actually discover your social media
feeds comes down to following a few time-tested best practices.
These include the timing and frequency of your posts,
hashtags, copy, visible links and strong visuals.
Strategy-building covers all the bases when it comes to
best practices, so every post receives maximum reach. Even
if you’re a seasoned grocery store chain, digital trends grow
and evolve so rapidly that it can be difficult to keep up if
you don’t have these marketing techniques mapped out and
readily available.

IT PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO
ANALYZE YOUR EFFORTS
AND IMPROVE
Data analysis is a fundamental part of social media
marketing. An effective social media strategy will include
metrics to help you track and measure your progress so you
know exactly where to improve.
When building your social media strategy, include desired
KPIs and reporting periods based on your goals, such as
follower growth, engagement, post interactions and more.
There you have it! Crises may come and go, but a solid
social media strategy will provide you with the tools (and
the confidence!) to handle even the most rapidly evolving
business landscape. That way, you can increase brand
awareness, build community, grow website traffic, and drive
in-store and online sales. ●

Tara Clark is the founder
and CEO of Social T.,
a Vancouver-based social
media agency with a decade
of experience working with
food & beverage brands.
Social T. provides strategyfocused social media services
and has worked with the
BC Blueberry Council, Natural
Products Canada, the
Canadian Health Food
Association and JAK’s spirits.
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PROFILE
By Robin Brunet

Discovery
Organics’
new ownership
heralds more
business
opportunities
for regional
farmers

Ripe for Growth
E

(Pictured above - L-R)
Brody Irvine,
senior purchasing manager;
Viviana Marino,
financial controller;
Stefan Misse, president;
Damien Bryan,
vice-president business
development;
Newry Lee, customs and
logistics manager

ver since Annie Moss and Randy Hooper
founded Discovery Organics in 1998, the
company has developed a reputation for
providing independent grocers across Western
Canada with the best organic and Fair Trade
certified produce — thanks partly to its insistence
on dealing directly with Canadian and international
growers instead of relying on third parties.
So when it came time for Moss and Hooper to
pass the reins to the next generation of owners, five
long-time employees quickly stepped up to the
plate. “We love working here and wanted its mission
to continue,” explains President Stefan Misse, who
joined Discovery as a buyer 19 years ago.
The passing of the torch occurred on July 1,
2021, and joining Misse’s ownership team is
Viviana Marino (financial controller); Damien
Bryan (vice-president business development);
Newry Lee (customs and logistics manager);
and Brody Irvine (senior purchasing manager).
Randy Hooper will still maintain a minority
share in the business as his insight, wisdom
and guiding vision are crucial to a successful
transition. They, along with buyers and other
personnel, conduct business in a 25,000
square foot East Vancouver headquarters on
Produce Row whose warehouse is replete with
organic and Fair Trade certified bananas from
Ecuador, avocados from Mexico, ginger
from Peru, and a complete selection of other
organic fruit and vegetables.
In terms of trajectory, nothing has changed:
Discovery continues to expand. “We recently
opened a new 25,000 square foot warehouse
in Calgary in order to facilitate delivery
throughout the prairies,” Misse says. “Prior,
rapid winter transit from Vancouver to Calgary
was challenging, but now we can provide next
day service up to Manitoba.”
The new warehouse is also augmented with
ripening rooms to protect Discovery’s best selling

fruit, bananas. Misse explains, “Bananas can
suffer cold damage in transit, but our ripening
rooms prepare them for long haul shipping.
Test runs we conducted earlier this year were
successful, and currently we have a representative
spreading the word among regional organic
farmers that we’re all set to go in Alberta and
offer new business opportunities.”
The passion exhibited by Misse and his
colleagues for organic fare is supported by hard
data: according to Nielsen, organic fruit and
vegetable sales grew by 59 per cent between
2017 and 2020; organic produce accounts for
91 per cent of all organic fruit and vegetable
sales and 41 per cent of all organic food sales in
mainstream shops.
Discovery’s work in building relationships is
part of a business model that focuses on giving
back to the communities in which it does
business. “To take just one example, during our
staff parties we have fundraisers for community
groups,” Misse says. “We donate food to nonprofit and indigenous causes, and that will be
replicated in Alberta. Additionally, in our
attempt to dignify every part of our supply
chain we bring staff and customers on farm
tours to give them more understanding of
food systems and help build those important
relations from farmers to retailers.”
As Discovery embarks on its latest phase of
development, Misse promises that growth will
always be dictated by the company’s direct
buying approach, which not only allows it to
help determine what its growers should
cultivate to maximize their revenues, but also
maintain strict food safety and handling. “The
business model Annie and Randy developed
back in 1998 is more important today than ever,”
he says. “Combine that with the great work relationships we enjoy, and you can see why we’re so
motivated to take Discovery to the next level.” ●
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ASIAN FOODS
By Anne-Marie Hardie

C

anadians are no longer satisfied
with dishes that have hints of
Asian flavours. Instead, they
are seeking authentic ingredients, tastes
and textures and expect their local
grocers to deliver.
As Asian food moves into the
mainstream, the type of products that
consumers are looking for has changed.
“Consumers are developing a higher level
of cultural sensitivity and understanding
of the diversity within Asia and Asian
food, including being able to differentiate
between the different cultures,” says
Joanne Chung, marketing manager,
Hungs Noodles. As a result, these
educated consumers no longer seek foods
with elements of Asian flavours; they
want the real thing.
“The growth in the Canadian
population is coming from overseas, and
in particular Asia, which is part of the
reason why both Asian and international
foods, in general, are becoming more
mainstream,” says Joel Gregoire, associate
director, food and drink, Mintel.
However, it’s not just about catering to
the population with non-European
background, but also those Canadians
who were born here and have become
accustomed to Asian flavours.
“When it comes to Asian foods
specifically, consumers are looking for
what’s next, they’re looking for Korean
food, or very specific Japanese food, or
even regionality within Chinese food,”
says Neysa Davies, senior marketing
insights director, Tree of Life. “Consumers
have done their culinary homework; they
know what they’re looking for.” Warm
and ayurvedic spices, including Chaat
masala, garam masala, curry, saffron,
ginger, yuzu, turmeric, and five-spice,
have become increasingly important, shares
Davies, as consumers are looking to
replicate their favourite recipes at home.

The Quest for

Authenticity
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Grocers Extend Beyond
the International
Aisle to Respond to
Mainstream Adoption
of Asian Foods
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

HONOURING THE TRADITION
Hung’s Noodles provide a variety of noodles
and products for different cultures of Asian
food. Their approach honours the tradition
and richness of their cultural roots while their
recipes are built for the needs of consumers.
The noodles are made fresh daily in small
batches with quality ingredients.

FACILITATING THE
SHOPPING PROCESS
Kikkoman Gluten Free Tamari Soy Sauce and
Sunbird Seasoning on an end cap beside a
protein can help facilitate the shopping
process. Kikkoman Gluten-Free Tamari Soy
Sauce is a premium tamari soy sauce with the
same rich, savoury taste and unami flavour as
Kikkoman Soy Sauce. It is traditionally brewed from
water, soybeans, salt and sugar. Sunbird Seasoning Mixes provide the
perfect blend and balance of flavours for consumers.

THREE-STEP SOLUTIONS
The three-step kits from Blue Dragon
provide quick solutions for consumers
wanting authentic flavours in a convenient
format. Varieties include broccoli beef, curry
flavours and pad thai.

THREE MINUTES OR LESS
Haiku Konjac Noodles and steamed ramen
noodles are ready in three minutes or less.
They are plant-based and a healthy
alternative to traditional noodles. These
noodles are low-calorie, low carb, high fibre,
non-GMO, fat free and vegan. They have a neutral
taste that easily absorbs flavours.

THAI FUSION
Blue Elephant line of Thai herbs includes
lemongrass, Galangal and sweet basil.
These enable consumers to create their
own Thai meals or a fusion dish infused
with Thai flavours.
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Mintel reported that 58 per cent of
Canadians are more open to international
foods than in the past, with this number
skewing higher in the 18-34 segment.
“International foods are a traffic driver
for grocers; over half of consumers agreed
that if a grocery store doesn’t carry
internationally inspired foods (in which
Asian foods comprise a large percentage
of), that they aren’t keeping up with the
times,” says Gregoire.
For grocers, it involves responding to
the needs and wants of several audiences,
including new Canadians seeking familiar
ingredients and those customers wanting
to explore new tastes and textures.

Drive for Authenticity
Results in a Demand for
New Products
The pandemic spurned a desire for
Canadians to explore their favourite dishes
in the comfort of their own home. “We’ve
spent a lot of time thinking about what
Asian Foods means to consumers,” says
Aditi Burman, North American brand
lead, Blue Dragon. “During the pandemic,
both international food, and specifically
Asian food experienced a 20 to 30 per
cent growth.”
As a brand, Blue Dragon experienced
double-digit growth, and this growth trend
is continuing. “We think it’s because when
consumers were more experimental, they
may have noticed our brand, and they
liked it, so they came back,” says Burman.
Blue Dragon offers a range of three-step
kits, including broccoli beef, curry flavours,
and pad Thai, providing quick solutions
for consumers looking for authentic
flavours in a convenient format.
“Customers are looking to replicate
their favourite dishes in the comfort of
their home,” says Alykhan Jadavji,
founder, Blue Elephant. “They are looking
for ingredients that were previously
only available in the country where the
dish originated from.” For Thailand
specifically, there are a wide variety of
Thai herbs that aren’t easily accessible in
Canada. To address this gap, Blue
Elephant has launched a line of Thai herbs,
including lemongrass, Galangal, and sweet
basil, enabling the home cook to create
their own Thai meals or a fusion dish
infused with Thai flavours.
Mainstream grocers would benefit by
taking a cue from the Asian speciality
markets in their region. These markets

are immersed in this demographic and
ensure that each category includes the
specific products that their clientele is
looking for.
Lucky Supermarket specializes in
products from all over Asia, including
Vietnam, China, Philippines, Japan,
Korea and Thailand. Marketing and H.R.
Manager Stephanie Le shares that their
demographic, which ranges from the early
20s to seniors, has remained stable over
the past few years. However, the last two
years have seen an increased interest in
customers wanting to explore new products
both from the current customer base and
the mainstream public. “We find that
consumers are slowly branching out and
trying new products, more so than before
the pandemic,” says Le. “This is probably
due to consumers spending more time at
home and trying their hand at cooking
new recipes.” As a result, their product
offerings are consistently evolving to best
respond to the needs of these markets.
“Consumers are stepping away from the
“Westernised” meals and are looking for
more authentically Asian products and
experiences,” says Sonia D’Elia, marketing
manager, I-D Food Corporation. “They
are looking for the great taste, of course,
but also convenience.” This is particularly
important today, as consumers return to a
pre-pandemic lifestyle juggling busy careers
and home lives. Products like Haiku’s
Konjac noodles and steamed ramen
noodles, which are ready in three minutes
or less, canned mixed Asian vegetables,
and ready to eat soups, can all respond to
the time compressed home cook.
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Lucky Supermarket specializes in products
from all over Asia.

Festivals like Lunar
New Year Present an
Opportunity to Engage
with Asian Products
Celebrations such as Chinese New Year
are a great time for grocers to elevate
their sales by investing the time to
understand the various meal traditions
that occur during this period, and then
use food photography, recipes, and
marketing materials to engage consumers
to explore these culinary dishes.
“Several other cultures adopted the
Chinese lunar calendar, In China, it’s
called the Spring Festival, and the date
coincides with the Vietnamese New Year
and Korean New Year,” says Chung.
“Each culture observes and celebrates
with different foods, so there are a lot of
merchandizing opportunities for retailers.”
This begins with grocers understanding
their demographic to ensure that the
consumers have access to the ingredients
that they need to celebrate their respective
holidays. For the mainstream consumer,
the Lunar New Year is an opportunity
to experiment with new dishes, whether

it’s creating dumplings or spotlighting
the tradition of long-life noodles.
“Occasions like Chinese New Year
are great opportunities to attract the
attention of new potential consumers with
secondary location displays, shows,
end caps, POS material or similar
merchandising tactics,” says D’ Elia.
Proposing recipes or using food
photography to highlight meals are also
great strategies that can boost sales.
Mainstream grocers can respond to
these needs by sourcing both whole meal
solutions and individual ingredients so
that the consumers can replicate these
recipes at home. This includes stocking
staples like fresh noodles, Asian vegetables,
sauces, and spices to respond to the needs
of new Canadians who are wanting to
replicate their favourite cultural dishes.

Extend Asian Food
Offerings Throughout
the Floor Plan
Stocking the international aisle with a
selection of noodles, sauces, rice, and
seasonings is only the beginning. To
truly respond to the needs of the diverse

audience, grocers need to take a detailed
look at each category to ensure that they
are carrying the products that their
consumers are seeking.
The continued interest in online
shopping provides grocers with a unique
opportunity to use algorithms to recommend complementary products when
consumers are building their baskets.
“There is this incredible opportunity
when consumers have chicken in their
online basket, for the grocer to use the
system to remind them to add a sauce
or an Asian flavour that goes with
what they are purchasing,” says Burman.
This strategy can also be adopted
in store, by grocers using end displays
to position Asian products throughout
the floor plan.
“We’ve always said when it comes to
international cuisine, it needs to go across
the entire store, into the produce, meat,
and frozen,” says Davies. One way to
create ease in the shopping experience is
for grocers to position products in terms
of meal solutions, instead of restricting
the items to specific aisles. Creating an
end cap with sauces like Kikkoman Gluten

Free Tamari Soy Sauce and Sunbird
Seasoning, beside the protein or produce
could help facilitate the shopping process.
“I’ve seen a lot of success with retailers
when they place sauces and Thai kits near
the shrimp or chicken (by the meat
section) as opposed to hiding them
amongst the other sauces,” says Jadavji.
This includes positioning Asian herbs and
spices with the mainstream spices. By
doing this, customers can choose the
spices that they would like, including
having easy access to authentic flavours
to complement their dishes.
The incredible diversity of Asian food
provides an opportunity for both
mainstream and speciality grocers to
cater to consumers seeking authentic
flavours and products. These shoppers
are looking to recreate their favourite
dishes, whether experienced through
travel or a restaurant, and are seeking
the ingredients that will deliver on this
experience. This includes going beyond
the international aisle to ensure that the
produce, protein, dairy, snack foods, and
spices categories all include selections
that appeal to these shoppers. ●

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT

By Sue Nicholls

9Ways to Improve
YOUR VIRTUAL MEETINGS
& PRESENTATIONS

V

irtual meetings and presentations are not going anywhere – even
when we go back to the office, it is likely where we’ll continue to do
much of our work and client transactions in the future this way. I’ve
put together a list of steps to help you make your future virtual meetings
more productive and polished from beginning to end.

1

SET UP YOUR MEETING
IN VIRTUAL

First, get the invitation right so it’s helpful
for participations:
• Customize the meeting invitation title. For example,
when setting up a Microsoft or Zoom meeting
invitation, it defaults to something like “meet with
CMKG.” Customize the title based on what you’re
going to be talking about.
• Customize the details to capture overall meeting
objectives and even the agenda for the meeting. Use
this space to request any pre-work the attendees
should complete to be ready for the meeting.
• Send a reminder the day before with specific
asks so that people come prepared.
This helps set the stage and tone for the meetings
and helps attendees better prepare for and know what
to expect during the meeting.
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Sue Nicholls is the founder
of “Category Management
Knowledge Group”, an online,
accredited category management
training company.

WHO’S ATTENDING
2 KNOW
If you’re leading the meeting, ensure everyone
accepted the invite the day before. Then, ask yourself,
do you know everyone who’s going to attend? If you’re
playing an active role, research them a bit — understand who the IT person is, or the logistics person or
whoever it is. Even if it’s people within your own organization, make sure you understand who they are, and
again if there are any reminders for pre-work.

3 AVOID BACK-TO-BACK
MEETINGS

Honestly, this is one that, for me, is a problem in today’s
world. There are so many times when people come in late
and haven’t even taken a breath between meetings.
Bouncing from meeting to meeting and getting your brain
to switch its thinking from one topic to another is difficult
to do. Most of us can’t process the information from
the previous meeting before heading into the next. It’s also
difficult to do proper follow-up and reminders coming out
of the meeting with no time to spare.
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CLEANING

7 HAVE YOUR NARRATION
NOTES HANDY
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4

CREATE A PURPOSE THAT’S
MEANINGFUL FOR THE
AUDIENCE

Ensure you have a purpose for your meeting. What
are the main points you want your audience to take
away from the presentation? What do you want them
to know or understand? Even if you’re managing a
team, what do you want them to walk away with at the
end of this meeting? We go into so many unproductive meetings, and nobody really knows why they’re
coming in or what the “ask” is.
If it’s a client meeting or presentation – particularly
if you’re selling them something (an idea, a product, a
service) - you should focus the purpose of the meeting
on your audience and not on you and your brands.
Here’s an example:
“I’ve got an idea that’s going to help you to increase
sales and profit in your category. I’ve done some analysis and have interesting information to show you on
how to satisfy an unmatched shopper need through
some innovation that we have available.”
This way, it’s not all about you — you show why your
audience should be interested and how they benefit.

5

CREATE AN ENGAGING
PRESENTATION

For an engaging presentation, create relevant and
compelling stories for your audience. They should be
short and only have relevant and impactful slides to
help tell your story. Storyboards are a great starting
point to help organize your presentation before you
create it in PowerPoint. You should tie in your presentation with consideration for your audience’s priorities,
needs, conditions, limitations, and opportunities to
ensure that it is something that resonates with them.

VIRTUAL MEETINGS AND
PRESENTATION SKILLS HAVE
NEVER BEEN MORE CRITICAL
THAN THEY ARE TODAY.
BASIC ANIMATION FOR
6 USE
BETTER STORYTELLING
Animation in PowerPoint helps control your story
and makes it easier to follow. If you just have a static
presentation, the audience can feel overwhelmed with
information or get lost on which point you’re discussing. If you have each of your points animated to
show up one by one, you can focus the audience’s
attention on one detail, making it easier for them to
follow your story.
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If you’re doing the presenting, keep a script or your
narration notes close. In PowerPoint there is a specific
presenter mode that allows you to see your script
alongside your presentation, ensuring you don’t lose
your place or forget any key points. This is a great way
for you to stay on track, remember to see those little
key nuggets, and remind you to do certain things at
specific times within your presentation. I have three
monitors that I use for virtual meetings (with one showing the “notes” section by using “Presenter View”).

8 SHOWTIME!
So, now you’ve got

this great presentation
ready to go. You’ve gone through and you’ve learned
how to do visualization, you’ve storyboarded, and you
feel great about the presentation. It’s showtime.

HERE ARE SOME TIPS:
Turn on your camera – and encourage everyone
else to as well. It really does make a difference
and helps us to better connect with others in the
meeting.
Don’t jump in and start presenting.
Do quick introductions, show interest in everyone,
and share a few pleasantries first. I like to do
this WITHOUT my presentation being shared
so the focus is on everyone attending instead
of on my presentation.
Suggest guidelines for the meetings, set the
purpose of the call, and what you’re trying
to accomplish.
Check in with your audience regularly to keep
engagement up. Get them to do things, e.g.,
“let’s have a show of hands”, “let’s discuss this for
a minute”, “type your thoughts in the chatbox”.
Spend less time talking and more time listening.
This means getting feedback and getting engagement. For example, see if everybody thinks you
have a good idea or, when you’re showing numbers,
ask if there is anything else that surprises them
when they see these numbers? Use people’s first
names to ask for their expertise.

Really, simply show passion for your audience’s business. Let them know you understand things from their
perspective, offer to help find solutions, give suggestions, and really add value. Show interest in their company, in their team, or in their role. An increased understanding and passion for each other’s work can really
help to drive collaboration and added value in our presentations.

9 FOLLOW UP!
The last piece is a meeting follow up. You want
to build ongoing rapport with whoever your audience
was; make sure that you send out a follow up email if
you’re the one that did the presentation, with the next
steps, who owns what, key dates, suggestions, etc.
Virtual meetings and presentation skills have never
been more critical than they are today. Adopting some
of the tips above can help you alleviate some of the
biggest challenges in the virtual space, which will lead
to more productive meetings, increased engagement,
and development of relationships in the virtual space.
Happy learning! ●

ESSENTIAL
SERVICE
By Carolyn Camilleri

At Freson Bros., implementing and maintaining COVID-19
protocols was about more than keeping things clean

F

rank Fajardo is proud of the role Freson Bros.
stores and staff have had throughout the pandemic — and that pride is well justified.
Freson Bros. is an Alberta grocery chain that started
in 1955 and has 16 locations throughout the province.
The stores have it all — groceries, bakery, prepared hot
foods, restaurant, pharmacy, catering, floral, and more
— which means the stores have been a vital part of
maintaining their communities throughout the pandemic.
Fajardo is director of human resources and has been
with Freson Bros. for 13 years.

“We didn’t close — in fact, we got busier,” says Fajardo.
“Actually, it’s been kind of an inspiration because staff
have been receiving appreciation from customers —
feedback, in terms of our diligence in making sure that
we implement the protocols and that we’re doing our
part in terms of helping everyone to be safe.”
Appreciation for staff came from the executive offices
as well. “We have a video to show our appreciation for
everyone being calm, not overreacting, and the sense of
duty — it’s just stepping up to the plate.”
continued on page 62
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Freson Bros.’ Clean As You Go Program has cleaning, disinfection and
sanitation protocols in each of their departments.

The appreciation for staff from customers and the
executive team is an important factor in maintaining
teamwork and morale — and inspiring continued
diligence. Diligence to sanitation and cleanliness falls
under Fajardo’s department, along with occupational
health and safety, and includes monitoring and ensuring
health standards are updated and stores are compliant.
COVID-19 protocols are part of food safety programs
and cleanliness, which one of the Freson Bros. pillars of
operation and a foundational promise to their customers,
along with quality and service.
“We have a program — we call it the Clean As You
Go Program — and this has our cleaning, disinfection,
and sanitation protocols in each of our departments,”
says Fajardo. “When COVID-19 hit two years ago, we
enhanced it in compliance with the Alberta Health
Services regulations.”
He says provincial directives were straightforward and
were followed up with visits from Alberta Health Services
and community authorities, such as bylaw officers.
“We kept our focus on orders from Dr. Hinshaw,
who’s our Chief Medical Officer for Health, and ensuring
everything lined up,” says Fajardo. “But really it was
the customers, too, who have a heightened sense of their
safety to ensure and, therefore, wanted to make sure
protocols were in place. This really was a community
effort to make sure everybody was safe.”
Because health standards at Freson Bros. were already
strict and diligently followed, it was not a leap to
implement COVID-19 protocols.
“The cleaning and sanitation protocols were not
new to us,” says Fajardo. “What was new were the
enhancements, such as PPEs, having these protective
materials available, the decals, the posters, the signs, and
recently, we have the vaccination screening because that’s
being implemented in our restaurants.”
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For the 16 Freson Bros. stores, the cost to operations
came to more than $100,000, mainly due to the increased
consumption of cleaning and sanitation materials, PPE
— masks, face shields, and gloves — hand sanitizers in
strategic areas, and Plexiglas barriers.
“It just highlighted the value and the importance of
sanitation to stop any health and safety issues from
coming into the store,” he says.
Will the protocols continue now as restrictions ease?
“Of course, we will be continuing with our Clean As
You Go Program because that’s a foundation of delivering
a unique Alberta food experience — it’s an integral part
of our day-to-day operations,” says Fajardo. “And, of
course, we follow the standards — we have operational
standards, and we also have sanitation and cleanliness
standards, and we monitor that on a daily basis through
our checklists.”
While it may be cliché to look for silver linings from
the pandemic, one positive has been a new appreciation
for essential workers, such as grocery staff. For a time,
grocery stores were one of the few places people could
go, as Fajardo says, “So that communities would continue
at least to have that semblance of normality, even in the
face of the crisis, where people can still go and get their
day-to-day grocery needs.”
The appreciation staff received bolstered their sense
of pride in the very important roles they have in their
communities.
“If there’s any benefit, if you will, from a value
perspective, it’s the sense of fulfillment or the pride that
our team members feel in contributing to the communities,
not only health and safety, but also in making sure we’re
able to provide our services uninterrupted,” says Fajardo.
When it comes right down to it, that sense of
community has kept us all going.
“It’s this trust that, as a society or as a community, life
goes on, that we will overcome this,” says Fajardo. “As
an industry, we stepped up to the plate. We were able to
continue our service to the community, and I think that’s
what makes each and every food retailer proud.” ●

COMMENTARY

By Sylvain Charlebois, Professor, Dalhousie University

Food Theft is on the Rise
as Prices Climb
Thefts from grocery stores
appear to be on the rise.
With food inflation on the rise,
that was to be expected.
And the worst is yet to come

S

hoplifting has been on the rise in Canadian supermarkets in recent months. And that ultimately
costs us all.
Concrete data on theft in grocery stores is difficult to get
since incidents are typically underreported. Managers tend
to take matters into their own hands.
But with the increasing number of reports of theft,
and security guards stationed inside and outside grocery
stores, things are likely more complicated than we’re aware of.
Speaking with various retailers in Montreal, Halifax,
Toronto and Vancouver — even those in the heart of
neighbourhoods where crime rates are typically lower than
average — thefts are a new cause for concern.
According to anecdotal estimates, the number of thefts
has increased by 25 to 40 per cent in just the last six
months. A midsized grocery store can easily catch 10 to
12 shoplifters a week.
The cost of living and the price of food are enticing some
people to find other ways to obtain supplies.
The most coveted items in supermarkets include meat
such as ground beef, steaks, sausages and roasts, cheeses,
spices and over-the-counter medicines. Energy drinks and
alcohol are also targets in provinces where beer, wines and
spirits are sold in grocery stores.
Some people can steal up to $300 worth of products
from multiple locations in a single day.
In addition, some employees may act as accomplices in
internal thefts, either in the warehouse or at the back of the
store before the products are even on the shelves.
On average in Canada, every grocery store loses $3,000
to $4,000 worth in stolen groceries per week. For every
500 supermarkets that open their doors every morning in
Canada, the food in the equivalent of nine will be free that
day due to theft.
That’s a lot of food, and the associated costs are a huge
problem for retailers.
Some merchants go to great lengths to prevent theft.
Aside from the addition of security cameras and door
people, hiring security guards also seems to pay off. Plainclothes mystery shoppers roam the aisles to catch thieves
in the act. Although expensive,
this strategy works well.
These offenders don’t have a
typical profile – they come from
all age groups and backgrounds.
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That makes catching them more difficult. In Canada,
according to some crime experts, about half of all those
charged have no criminal record. First offenders are often
well educated, come from well-off families, hold stable
positions and enjoy a good reputation. Many are just down
on their luck.
Obviously, self-service checkouts can facilitate theft. It
should therefore come as no surprise that surveillance
has been added around these areas. With profit margins
declining to near one per cent, the profitability of
stores depends a great deal on increased surveillance
to minimize theft.
The great majority who follow the rules must pay extra
for food due to shoplifting. For merchants to cover their
costs, all consumers pay a premium of approximately
about 2.5 per cent for shoplifting and internal theft.
However, online shopping makes theft impossible. Since
the start of the pandemic, e-commerce for food has
exploded. Canadians now buy more than $5 billion in food
a year online. These sales are obviously safe from any
temptation to take products and leave without paying.
Grocers know this and want to encourage online shopping
to lower their risk.
Meanwhile, food inflation is providing unpredictable
shocks in stores, and the situation could deteriorate in
coming months. That means merchants will have to double
their vigilance.
It should come as no surprise that some retailers are
using new methods to deter in-store delinquency.
The very first self-service grocery store opened in 1916 in
Memphis, Tenn., under the name Piggly Wiggly. Previously,
customers presented their shopping lists to employees,
who collected the merchandise from the store shelves.
Then the Piggly Wiggly founder had a revolutionary idea:
allow customers to serve themselves.
Since then, we’ve been able to visit stores, see the products
and place them in our basket. For the sake of our grocers,
this privilege shouldn’t be taken for granted. ●

Dr. Sylvain Charlebois is senior director of the agri-food analytics lab and a professor in
food distribution and policy at Dalhousie University.
Frank Fajardo, director of human resources, Freson Bros.
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PACKAGING
By Frank Yeo

SUSTAINABLE
PACKAGING
Coming to a Grocery Store Near You

T

he packaging and design world have changed over the past few years. One
area where supermarkets are constantly presenting packaging to customers
is in the bakery/deli and the biggest change over the past year is the push
towards eco-conscious packaging.
In the U.S., the retail food sector generates eight million tons of food waste a
year with containers and packaging make up 23 per cent of landfill. Tons of plastic
finds its way into the ocean every year, killing sea life and creating monstrous
islands of trash. Plastic fibres are now even contaminating our tap water.
These are just some of the reasons grocery stores are under a lot of pressure to
re-evaluate packaging choices. Some envision a radical solution: eliminating waste
altogether by creating “zero-waste” grocery stores. Often this means selling food
in bulk only and requiring customers to bring in their own containers and bags.
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PACKAGING
MANUFACTURERS
ARE STEPPING UP
TO THE PLATE
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Despite these pioneering efforts, zero-waste stores are unlikely
to replace traditional supermarkets anytime soon. Packaging is
fundamental to the 21st century trend toward increasing
convenience, which continues to accelerate by leaps and bounds.
Lack of packaging also means no shelf-stable food products,

The Sustainable Packaging
Coalition (SPC)
offers the following eight criteria for
packaging to be considered sustainable:
1

Is beneficial, safe & healthy for individuals and
communities throughout its lifecycle.

2

Meets market criteria for performance and cost.

3

Is sourced, manufactured, transported, and
recycled using renewable energy.

4

Optimizes the use of renewable or recycled
source materials.

5

Is manufactured using clean production
technologies and best practices.

6

Is made from materials healthy throughout
the life cycle.

7

Is physically designed to optimize materials and
energy.

8

Is effectively recovered and utilized in biological
and/or industrial closed-loop cycles.

in the bag

WHAT’S NEW & IMPROVED IN THE GROCERY AISLE

Crofter’s Organic Family Size 383 mL
Premium Spreads

Zoglo’s Incredible Food Corp.
Partners with Ontario-Based
Foodservice Provider to Launch
New Plant-Based Product Line
Zoglo’s Incredible Food Corp. is partnering with Classic Touch Foods
a division of Ontario-based Classic Group of Companies, to introduce
100 per cent plant-based and vegan offerings that will be made
available to both retail and foodservice sectors.
The partnership will entail the creation of a co-branded product
line including ready-to-heat and eat offerings such as Lasagna, Butter
Chicken, and Spaghetti & Meatballs leveraging Zoglo’s plant-based
expertise and Classic Touch’s innovative meal creation and supply chain.

Crofter’s Organic 235 mL Premium Spreads are now upsized and
available exclusively in the best-selling 383 mL family size jar. Same
great fruit selection and value – larger jar! Made in Parry Sound, Ontario
Canada for over 32 years, every jar is packed with high-quality varietal
fruit and 33 per cent less sugar than jam. Perfectly Sweetened with Fair
Trade cane sugar, certified organic and Non-GMO Project Verified.
For more information: cdn_sales@croftersorganic.com

which requires more time, money, and energy spent on moving
inventory quickly before food spoils — yet another environmental
problem. For suppliers who ship food in bags and boxes, no
feasible alternative exists to transport foods in bulk without
enormous expense. Smaller scale solutions seem more likely in
the short term, such as dedicated plastic-free aisles, compostable
bioplastics, and online zero-waste shopping platforms.
A new zero-waste shopping platform called Loop has
partnered with companies such as Proctor & Gamble, Nestle,
and Coca-Cola to offer brand-name goods in reusable containers,
which, when the consumer is finished using them, Loop picks
up, washes, and refills them for reuse.
In recent years, seeking sustainable
products at the grocery store has grown
from a niche interest into a common
priority among consumers. As more
consumers make efforts to reduce waste
— some even adopting low- or no-waste
lifestyles — offering food packaging that
keeps waste to a minimum becomes
increasingly necessary to retain consumers.
According to GlobalWebIndex’s 2019
Sustainable Packaging Unwrapped report,
64 per cent of consumers want packaging
made with recyclable materials, and 46
per cent want products that don’t
“overpackage” (i.e. use more materials
than necessary). And according to March
2019’s Sustainable Market Share Index, a
joint study by New York University and
IRI, these consumers are increasingly
inclined to vote with their wallets:
Products with sustainability claims
delivered nearly $114 billion in sales in
2018, a 29 per cent increase from 2013. ●
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New Cheese-Y Jingles Show
Canadians are Singing
Armstrong’s Praises
There’s a presumption out there that all cheeses in the dairy
aisle taste the same. But testimonials in social media revealed
that Canadians love the taste of Armstrong. With that learning,
Armstrong set out on a mission to prove they have the tastiest
cheese. Instead of just telling it to Canadians, Armstrong proved it
by letting their fans do the talking for them.

“We’ve always known Armstrong cheese has been a fan favourite
and we have seen many posts on our social platforms of consumers
going to great lengths to purchase our cheese and they have happily
shared their stories with our online community!” said Tina Galluccio,
marketing manager on Armstrong Cheese at Saputo. “It’s incredible
to see how many people had a taste preference for Armstrong. The
question became, how do we share this love for all of Canada to see?”
The campaign takes a lighthearted approach to break through
the typical category tropes, which historically have taken a more
serious, straightforward approach. Designed to showcase brand
love, three spots were developed to each feature a real consumer
“taste-imonial”. The concept is tied together with a consistent design
language, featuring emojis and (you guessed it) lots of cheese.
At launch, the concept came to life in different ways across television,
online video, social media, and out-of-home. There are already plans
to further amplify the campaign in future phases.

Classic Touch Foods is a full-service Food Manufacturing Facility
based in Markham, Ontario, Canada, providing clients with a wide
selection of RTE (ready-to-eat) products offered throughout Ontario
and other parts of Canada.
“We have noticed a major shift in the food industry and customer
trends shifting towards eating plant-based food. Partnering with Zoglo’s
Incredible Foods to create plant-based home meal replacements
has helped our team create a whole new world of innovative menu
options,” commented Louie Belcastro, president of Classic Touch
Foods and Classic Group of Companies. “Plant-based meal solutions
are a growing need and becoming a preferred taste of consumers
— it’s very exciting to be part of this venture and usher in the next era
of healthy eating.”
“We are extremely excited about this new arrangement and looking
forward to creating new meal solutions that will soon see Zoglo’s
Incredible & Classic Touch Foods combine our collective expertise to
build in a new segment of plant-based food innovation,” said Anthony
Morello, CEO of Zoglo’s.

New Level
Ground Coffee
2 lb Bag!
Level Ground Trading has
introduced a refreshed line in 2
lb. bags which features three
coffees, available in whole
bean: Colombia Dark, Andes
Mountain Medium, and Peru
Medium. Proudly roasted in
British Columbia. 100 per cent
Organic and Fair Trade.
For more information:
www.levelground.com
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in the bag
Green & Black’s Launches New
Intensity Scale

Green & Black’s premium, ethically sourced, organic chocolate invites
Canadian consumers to experience the brand like never before.
Celebrating 30 years as renowned tastemakers, the brand is elevating
the way we indulge and enjoy Green & Black’s premium chocolate with
the launch of their new Intensity Scale. The Intensity Scale, located on
the front of each pack, invites people to discover which Green & Black’s
Organic chocolate bars are best suited to their individual taste preference, allowing them to create their own unique moments of delicious
enjoyment. From white to milk to dark 85%, the Intensity Scale invites
people to explore the many different flavours of Green & Black’s chocolate.
Each bar in the organic range is rated from one to ten on the Intensity
Scale, whereby the higher the number, the higher the intensity.

Salt Spring Coffee Marks 25 Years
of Sustainability with Launch of
Ground and Pod Coffee
Salt Spring Coffee is celebrating 25 years of producing sustainable
coffee with the launch of ground and pod coffee versions of its
most popular fair trade, organic coffee blends. Ground coffees are
available now for distribution to grocery stores while pod coffees will
be available for delivery in early 2022.
“For 25 years Salt Spring Coffee has been dedicated to producing
coffee of the highest quality and acting as a force for positive
environmental change,” says Mickey McLeod, co-founder and CEO
of Salt Spring Coffee. “With more people working remotely, we
have seen increased demand for convenient ways to brew specialty
coffee at home, which is
why we’re delighted to
launch ground and pod
versions of our most popular coffees.”
The company is offering
ground versions of its popular Blue Heron, French
Roast, Peru and Swiss
Water Decaf coffee blends,
which were previously only
offered in whole-bean versions. The pod versions of
the company’s coffees will
be packaged in sustainable capsules made from plant-based
and
other compostable materials. Used pods can be disposed of in municipal composting programs. Salt Spring Coffee’s pods will be compatible with Keurig coffee machines and feature the Blue Heron, French
Roast, Peru and Swiss Water Decaf blends.
Committed to having a positive impact on people and the environment since its founding, Salt Spring Coffee was one of the first
companies to roast organic, fairtrade coffee in B.C. It is now working
to support its producers in implementing regenerative organic
agricultural practices in their coffee production.
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WHAT’S NEW & IMPROVED IN THE GROCERY AISLE

Organic Meadow Launches
North America’s First Zero-Carbon
Milk Carton

New Functional Fruit Shake

Organic Meadow Limited Partnership has partnered with global
packaging leader, Elopak, to launch North America’s first, and only,
carbon-neutral milk carton. The company, a Guelph-based farmerowned co-operative, has transitioned its 2L organic milk to Elopak’s
carbon-neutral paperboard milk carton, Pure-Pak Natural Brown
Board. This sustainable package is the first carbon-neutral carton of its
kind in North America, after successful launches in European markets.

gnubees plus is a grab-n-go, “better-for-you” functional fruit shake
in four flavours designed to bring good nutrition with high quality
ingredients, and that is truly convenient. Plus, they are Dietitian
Approved. The non-GMO project verified shakes have 8g of grass-fed
protein, 4g of fibre and 30 per cent of daily recommended vitamin C
& D. Sold as single pouches, they are the snack option families are
looking for to fuel adventures and keep everyone running. Flexible,
resealable pouches are perfect to throw in school backpacks, keep in
the car for unexpected hangry moments, family trips and more.
“As Canada’s original organic dairy, Organic Meadow’s history is
rooted in sustainability,” says Nancy Korva, senior vice-president of
Organic Meadow. “For over 30 years, we’ve been on a journey to build
a more circular future, and our new, zero-carbon milk carton brings us
one step closer to this goal.”
Recognizable by its distinct brown hue, this innovative and sustainable
package is made from natural and unbleached FSC-certified paperboard,
generates 27 per cent fewer CO2 emissions and is 18 per cent lighter
compared to traditional milk cartons. The remaining carbon emissions
are reduced to net zero through verified protection carbon offset
programs resulting in a Certified CarbonNeutral package. Through
this change, Organic Meadow is supporting responsible forestry
management, utilizing less material and most importantly, decreasing
the use of fossil fuels that all contribute to a smaller footprint.
Organic Meadow Zero-Carbon 2L Organic Milk Cartons are available
in five varieties — 3.8%, 2%, 1%, Skim Milk and Lactose Free Milk.
For more information:www.organicmeadow.com/zerocarbon.

Spinster Sisters Natural Skincare
Spinster Sisters Co is a Natural Skincare line made with only
the finest ingredients that are simple and recognizable, made in
their Microsoapery
which is 100 per
cent Wind-Powered.
They source only
fairtrade shea butter, cocoa butter,
and palm oil. Packaging is made
with recycled or
recyclable packing
which reduces their
footprint. Spinster Sisters Co is a Certified Women Owned by Boos
Lady Certified by The WBENC, Leaping Bunny Certified Cruelty Free.
For more information: j.kavanagh@brandseedmarketing.ca.

For more information: https://www.gnusante.com

BEN’S ORIGINAL Products Now
Widely Available Across Canada
Mars Food Canada announced that
Ben’s Original products are now widely
available at retailers across Canada. The
arrival of the products on Canadian
shelves follows last year’s announcement
to rebrand to Ben’s Original with an
ambition to create a more inclusive future
while maintaining a commitment to
producing the world’s best rice. The Ben’s
Original packaging includes the new brand
name featured on a familiar orange
background and same navy-blue font to help shoppers easily find
their favourite rice. Inside the packaging, shoppers will continue to
find a wide range of simple and tasty rice dishes with flavours and
textures that serve as the cornerstone of so many favourite meals
that invite people to gather around the table.

New System Dramatically Slows
Spoilage, Extending Shelf Life
It is estimated that around one-third of all food produced today
(1.3 billion tons) are lost or wasted from the time they are produced to
when they are consumed. In addition, the number of food recalls in the
U.S. has shown a dramatic increase in the last few years, and food
borne pathogens sicken more than 70 million people in the US and
Europe alone. Applying these stats to the estimated 50 per cent
increase in agricultural demand expected by 2050 points to enormous
levels of waste, food borne illness, and cost.
Addressing these problems is a new start-up called Save Foods
which has developed a natural, eco-friendly, proprietary treatment that
protects and extends the shelf life of fruits and vegetables. Save foods’
new solution controls foodborne pathogens responsible for food recalls
and fungi responsible for fruit and vegetables decay. By controlling and
preventing pathogen contamination, Save Foods’ products not only

prolong produce shelf life and reduce food waste; it also ensures a
safe, natural, and healthy product in a very environmentally friendly
and cost-effective way.
Save Foods’ products are produced with ingredients that are
recognized as safe by the FDA. They leave no residues of a toxic nature
(toxicological concern) on the treated produce, nor on the environment, which make it beneficial for the packers relative to fungicides
used today that have strict MRL (Maximum Residues Level). In addition to being effective, safe, and eco-friendly, Save Foods’ treatment is
fast and easy to implement, offering a seamless plug and play solution,
utilizing a packing house’s current infrastructure.
Save Foods systems are currently in use at packing plants in the US
and Mexico. These packhouses and their retail customers, as well as
additional laboratory tests show the following benefits from the Save
Foods treatment:
• 50 per cent, on average, less waste at the retail level.
• Five or more days of additional shelf life.
• Improved appearance of the treated fruits and a glossy finish
on the outer skin of the fruits that were treated with
Save Foods product.
• Reduced decay (waste) in both “organic” and conventional settings.
• Synergy with conventional fungicide which results in lower
concentration used and less residues on the treated fruit
while improving the fruit shelf life (less waste).
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RETAIL COLLABORATION

By Jeff Doucette, founder “Field Agent Canada”

Where We Need
Collaboration in 2022
The last two years have been tough, but the challenges will continue

A

s we approach the second New Year since we
started to feel the impacts of the pandemic on all
our businesses, I thought it would be good to
look at a couple of issues that we will face in 2022 and
how retailers and vendors can work together to create
solutions that benefit retailers, brands, and shoppers.
Interestingly, all three issues were being dealt with prior
to the pandemic, were exacerbated by the pandemic and
will continue to impact our businesses for years to come.

Environmental Impacts
Watching the outcomes of the COP 26 meetings in
Scotland, and the structure of the new Federal cabinet it
is clear to me that there will be tremendous pressure
on businesses to take concrete actions on reducing the
environmental impacts of their operations.
While retailers and brands have been making in-roads
on this file for years, if anything the pandemic made
us take a few steps back as we dealt with masking
requirements, changes to bulk foods merchandising and
even whether shoppers would be allowed to use reusable
bags at checkout.
Moving forward, we will need to make sure that the
focus returns to eliminating waste across the supply chain
from the factory floor to the disposal of packaging in a
consumer’s home. Single-use plastics are on the radar of
both government and shoppers and with the price of
oil currently surging, reducing the overall weight shipped
in the supply chain due to extra packaging or nonconcentrated products will be both good for the environment and the bottom line.
A possible step might be the appointment of environment focused roles on the merchandising teams at
retailers and the key account teams of suppliers and have
these teams singularly focused on identifying opportunities
to reduce waste and emissions and have progress be
tracked as part of joint business plans.

Supply Chain
While I am writing this column in early November, the
signs seem to be on the wall that there will be significant
supply chain impacts on the holiday season and beyond
due to the globalization of our supply chains and a record
number of bottle necks.
The supply chain professionals in the grocery industry were
unsung heroes during the pandemic, essentially keeping the
country fed through surging demand and rapidly evolving
categories all while keeping factory workers, warehouse
employees and truck drivers safe during the crisis. The fact
that most shoppers always had access to their favourite

foods is a quiet signal that supply chain teams are responsive and innovative members of our businesses.
Recently we have seen port congestion and even a
container ship fire have a direct impact on the items that
were available on store shelves across Canada.
Supply Chains are inherently complex; however, I think
there will be a push to simplify the supply chain based on
our experiences over the past couple of years. From
assortment reduction to onshoring of some manufacturing
that has traditionally been done overseas, there will
be significant opportunities for retail and vendor associations to work together on macro issues and supply chain
teams with specific retailers and vendors to continue to
drive efficiencies to secure product supply, drive down
costs and minimize environmental impacts.

Labour Efficiencies
The pandemic has likely made long lasting and
fundamental changes to the Canadian labour market. We
are currently facing labour shortages and workers are
demanding that employers come to the table with a living
wage, safer work conditions and recognition. The costs of
labour are destined to grow and containing the impact of
costs will have a direct impact not only on the profitability
of retailers and manufacturers but on the prices paid by
shoppers at the checkout.
Rethinking labour intensive processes in the flow of
goods from the manufacturer’s DC to the shelf in your
local supermarket will be critical in keeping operations
costs down and controlling the impact of inflation.
Ensuring that the shelf can hold enough product of fast
selling items to get them through the key selling periods
without having to be restocked several times on the
weekend will drive down costs and increase shopper
satisfaction. Brands and retailers can also collaborate to
develop display tools that are attractive to shoppers but
are easier for store staff to handle and set up in-store.
Lastly, with the permanent increase in e-commerce
activity driven by the pandemic, brands and retailers will
need to assess what can be done to make it more efficient
for products to be picked during order fulfillment in-store
for click-and-collect orders or by robots in automated
warehouses for home delivery orders.
2021 was quite a year for our industry.
We faced challenges and stepped up
to find solutions. 2022 will not be any
different. There will be challenges, but the
more we are able to continue in the spirit of
collaboration, the stronger our businesses
will be. Here’s to a great 2022! ●

Jeff Doucette is the founder of “Field Agent Canada” an on-demand panel of Canadian shoppers providing a suite of innovative
services to Canadian retailers and brands. He can be reached at jeff.doucette@fieldagentcanada.com
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